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28 March 2012
P&C Perspectives: The Forum is Coming. Are You?
by James Bielak, ACORD
It's Forum season again and an opportunity for me to point out a few
highlights from this year's event – being held May 15-17 at the Rosen Shingle
Creek in Orlando, FL – that you should know about.

ACE Testing
The Forum is a great place for you to take your ACORD Certified Expert
exams. On Tuesday May 15, from 9:00 AM till 2:00 PM ACORD will be
offering all of the exams you need to become an ACORD Certified Expert.
We added more P&C ACEs to our roster last year and hope to have even more
of you recognized for your expertise in 2012.
To register for an exam, email ace@acord.org and include the exam you wish
to take and the time you wish to take it.

AUGIE

James Bielak, Program Manager,

P&C, ACORD
With all that's happening at the Forum this year, AUGIE is having an
abbreviated meeting on Tuesday, May 15th. One thing you shouldn't miss is
the Federated ID session which will update you on the progress being made in solving the multiple-password
problem that's plagued the industry for years. Then, special AUGIE Exhibit Hall Tours will take place, showcasing
Real Time solutions.

Look for more information on the AUGIE events in coming issues of the ACORD Weekly Newsletter .

Sessions
With all the changes going on today both within and outside our industry, the Forum is one-stop shopping for the
updates and knowledge you need to get ahead.
Many of the topics cross all business lines so when you're looking at the program, don't let the fact that it's General or
Life deter you. We're all here facing similar issues and finding the best solutions.
Just a few highlights from our P&C community ...
Emerging Trends in Property Casualty Claims

Novarica's Karlyn Carnahan is going to provide you with the latest
information on collaboration and Web 2.0 technologies and how they support
claims and claims technology. You can take part in discussions about current
claims systems, some promising new claims-related technologies, and how to
use technology most effectively.
Underwriting – Challenges, Creativity, and Myths

Making the business case and identifying return on investment (ROI) are powerful ways of judging and
communicating value. A panel of industry experts - consisting of Deb Smallwood, SMA, Justin Manley, Torus, and
Charity McGill of Accenture - will reinforce how the right mix of technology investments beyond the traditional
policy admin will create a new underwriting platform that enables a competitive advantage.
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P&C Perspectives: The Forum is Coming. Are You? (continued)
Harnessing Analytics for the Claims Life Cycle

One of the hottest words in the industry today is analytics. Find out how carriers are adopting a holistic, factory-like
approach to building analytics into their technology platforms and embedding decision support across the claims life
cycle. You'll learn from Jose Trasancos of Utica National Insurance Group and Stuart Rose of SAS just how
predictive analytics can help you better manage resources, increase performance, and extract the greatest possible
value from your technology investments.
Integrated Approach to Delivery and Adoption of Business Intelligence

Beth Riczko of Westfield Group, along with Craig Bedell of IBM, will tell you about Westfield's approach to BI.
Hear how they combined a collaboration and iterative design, enterprise-wide data governance, an analytical center
of excellence, and change management discipline all together to create an integrated effort. She'll discuss their
success and give you the best practices that made it happen.
Check out the ACORD LOMA Forum website for the full agenda.

Networking
The ACORD LOMA Forum is always a great place to network with business partners and friends
and the chance for you to meet new people. As always, there are events, locations, and
opportunities throughout the Forum to meet with people face to face.
Time to Act!
Now is the time to take action and register for the 2012 Forum.




Early Bird Special ends April 13!|
Click here to register

Room Block Discount ends April 20!
Click here to reserve a room
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21 March 2012
ACORD Brings Proof of Concept to AAMGA Meeting
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
As the cliche goes, the proof is in the pudding. At the recent American Association of Managing General Agents
(AAMGA) Automation & Technology Conference in Atlanta, the proof was supplied for implementation of real time
technologies for general agents and the carriers with whom they do business as well as transacting business
efficiently with multiple business partners.
A coalition of industry groups including AAMGA, ACORD, Agents Council for Technology (ACT), National
Association of Professional Surplus Lines Offices, Ltd. (NAPSLO), and Lloyd's of London have been working to
improve the way data is communicated between the parties for Excess & Surplus (E&S) Lines data.
"These groups, along with a significant number of individuals representing general agents, carriers, and solution
providers, worked together to prove that by identifying a business problem, agreeing on a proposed solution
including workflow, as well as basic data fields, and utilizing an existing data standard, they were able to create a
working proof of concept within three months from start to finish," stated Marcia Berner, Director of P&C Advisory
Services.
"Excess and Surplus Lines is an area which is often thought of as too competitive and far too unique to unite the
stakeholders in a common effort. I think sometimes it's much easier to focus on the differences rather than on the
similarities, which is where this group concentrated their efforts. By banding together to solve the problem, it all
came together."
This project was a milestone for other reasons as well. There were four carriers, three general agents, and three
solution providers involved. This effort, according to Berner, is an example of ACORD's Advisory Services'
definition of a successful community and epitomizes the way in which ACORD sees its role evolving.
When the group came to ACORD, they had the problem defined, had a timeline in mind, and were on their way to
drafting their requirements for the Proof of Concept. ACORD's Advisory Services provided guidance on what XML
standard and transaction should be used for the mapping. "We created a transaction specification for the request and
response messages that can continue to evolve as this moves beyond the
POC stage," added Berner.
The specification was used by the solution providers and carriers to
create their request and response messages. The data provided to and
received back from each carrier did not have to be normalized made it
easier for Solution Providers thereby minimizing the effort involved.
The standard format was agreed to and business rules employed
allowing true data exchange with multiple business partners easily and
efficiently.
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ACORD Brings Proof of Concept to AAMGA Meeting (continued)

The Proof of Concept
Each General Agent executed a real-time general liability rate request to four carriers which returned rates, rules,
minimum premiums, forms, and exclusions for particular risks. Each carrier responded in one to three seconds.
"This was a dramatic difference and people saw it as a way that they can truly transform their workflow," Brian
Marable, Market Development Manager, ACORD stated. "Those that watched the demo saw that a solution was
possible and got to watch it happen live. It will really change the E&S market and improve processing."
Even with this successful proof of concept, the work by this community is far from over. There is a lot of work to do
to take this from a POC to production and that effort has already begun. Other initiatives sponsored by the E&S Joint
Working Groups involve Retail Agents, and Lloyd's of London reporting.
Learn more about the E&S Joint Working Groups on their website at www.esjwg.org.

14 March 2012
AUGIE in Tampa
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
After two days of meetings with ACT and AIMS Society leading up to the
AUGIE meeting, enthusiasm and involvement remained high. AUGIE
Rotational Chair Carl Schlotman of CAI Insurance Agency Inc. opened the
session with a review of AUGIE's 2012 priorities including Real Time,
Productive Agency Visits, Carrier Engagement, and Password Advocacy.

Real Time
Kitty Ambers, Executive Director of the AIMS Society and co-chair of the
Real Time Makes Even More $$$ AUGIE group, updated attendees on the
progress made on the document. She pointed out that the guide was expanded
thanks to input by a number of contributors making it more robust and useful
for the agent community.

AUGIE Rotational Chair Carl Schlotman
of CAI Insurance Agency Inc.

This was followed by an agent panel including Joyce Sigler of Jones & Wenner, Mark Stolly of Stolly Insurance
Group, Donna Barr-Lagoy of Premier Insurance Consultants, Inc., and June Taylor of Wilkinson Insurance Agency.
Picking up on the Real Time discussion, moderator Schlotman, led the discussions on how to create the sales culture
and grow business. That consistent theme from the previous two days ran through the conversations including crossand up-selling, creating a sales culture, and the importance of service. Also, it was stressed that with this new culture,
it's essential to celebrate each sale and recognize accomplishments.
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AUGIE in Tampa (continued)

Demanding Real Time capabilities from carriers was also stressed. As one panelist pointed out, if you have a carrier
who isn't using real time yet, encourage them to implement and even
volunteer to be the guinea pig for testing to get them onboard. This is
especially important to agencies with a real time workflow where a nonreal time carrier just doesn't fit. Overall, as the panelists said, every agent
voice counts and can make the difference in bringing carriers over to the
real time world.

Productive Agency Visits

There was also a special visit from Eddie,
the Real Time mascot and a preview of a
new Real Time Song.

Productive agency visits was the next discussion, moderated by Steve
Aronson of Aronson Insurance Agency, Inc. Making the most out of
meetings between agents and carrier reps is a vital part of this
relationship. However, unscheduled visits and a lack of an agenda, for
example, waste valuable time and are not beneficial. To that end,
Aronson discussed the forthcoming update to Productive Agency Visits
guide from AUGIE that will enable agencies and carriers to take steps to

get the most out of their interactions.
This was followed by a panel discussion including Jim Ochitree of
Ivans, Curt Pearsall of Pearsall Associates, Kevin McKay of The
Iroquois Group, and Grady Campbell of The Motorists Insurance Group.
More an interactive conversation with the attendees than strictly a panel
presentation, this session created a stir, furthering the interactivity.
"This was a great event and each day brought new perspectives and
insights to the participants. All three groups are working to improve the
industry, streamline workflows, and help all companies make more
money. By joining together, we've given these attendees the tools they
need to go back to their offices and make a difference," said Cal
Durland, CPCU, Director of Member Relations, ACORD.

Steve Aronson discusses
Productive Agency Visits

The next AUGIE meeting will be held at the ACORD LOMA Insurance
Systems Forum at Rosen Shingle Creek in Orlando, FL in May.
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Why Real Time IS Essential: Highlights from Real Time Day
by Johnell Johnson, ACORD
Since 2006, the economy, the housing market and several key industries have experienced a roller-coaster ride of
growth and decline. But in the same time frame the number of insurance businesses using Real Time technology has
grown by leaps and bounds.
Real Time began as the result of an AUGIE survey, and ACORD Standards are the driving force behind Real Time
implementation. Real Time allows users to click on a button from a client file in an agency management system or
comparative rater for immediate access to carrier information on that client. This single workflow for servicing or
quoting saves time and money by eliminating redundant work like re-keying data.
Prior to Real Time, 70 percent of agents felt it was difficult to secure quotes from multiple carriers in a timely
fashion. Now, 69 percent of management system users use real- time inquiry or service, which saves an average of an
hour a day per person.

"Surveys that we've done, talk about the
benefits of Real Time. One of the coolest
is that when people use Real Time in
their agencies for any department, they
save an hour per person per day. That's
real time. When you have people in an
office using Real Time, you've saved a
day that week. It's just amazing."

Dave Willis,
Aartrijk

"We want to get more agents and partners
using Real Time and using it regularly. We
want to get a lot more company participation
in Real Time so that agents can use it
especially from a rating standpoint."

Stu Durland
Seely & Durland

"I like Real Time because I'm a small
agency and not huge. Without Real Time
and the ability to transact a lot of work
that we do on a more efficient manner,
there's no way we could do the amount
of work that we do, service the amount
of clients in the proper manner that we
do if we didn't have Real Time."
Steven Rosenberg
Barry D. Rosenberg, Inc.
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"In the last four years since our last Leap day,
we've had almost a 500 percent increase in
Real Time transactions. That's staggering and
I think anyone would call that a success."

Bruce Winterburn
Vertafore

"We're really seeing new ways to use
Real Time to service existing customers.
It's not just about using it for
transactions. It's about all the things
you can do with Real Time."

Doug Johnston
Applied Systems, Inc.

"One of the main advantages that we see with
our company, especially with the agencies that
are using Real Time technology, is having the
advantage to be able to respond to customers
immediately and not need to get back to
them."

Paul Warga
IVANS

"The Real Time Campaign approached
us and asked if they could use the
ACORD studio to do a live broadcast.
That was something we thought about
doing anyway and this was a great place
to start."

Mark Westin
ACORD
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7 March 2012
AUGIE – Tools, Technology, and Making Sales
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
The 2012 American Insurance Marketing & Sales (AIMS) Society Meeting in Tampa, held in conjunction with the
AUGIE and Agents Council for Technology (ACT) meeting, focused on understanding the tools, technologies, and
techniques for selling insurance in today's environment.
The AIMS Society provides marketing and sales training and tools to P&C
insurance agency owners, producers, support staff, and insurance company
personnel.
It's essential that agencies understand and properly use the numerous tools
and technologies available to create a sales culture and focus on servicing,
making sales, and up- and cross-selling customers.
This often begins with an appropriate, informative, proper and robust Internet
presence which is vital to today's agencies. As panelists in Turning Your
Congratulations to the new CPIAs,
Internet Presence into a Money-Maker stressed, just having a website is not
conferred at the 2012 AIMS Society
enough. Moderator Keith Savino, Warwick Resource Group and member of
Meeting in Tampa
both the ACORD and AIMS Society Boards reminded everyone that nothing
happens until the sale is made. He also stressed that it's about the business and not just the IT behind it.
Panelists included Larry Nielson of Neilson Marketing Services, Michael Jans of Agency Revolution, and Jason
Cass, an independent agent. Each brought a unique perspective on the role of technology in supporting the sales
mission. Cass brought his first-hand agency experience and passion to his presentation and provided audience
members the benefit of his personal experiences in using the Internet to grow his business.

It's a Relationship Business
Relationships were another focus of the discussions. As much as technology supports today's industry, many
reminded attendees that this has always been and will remain a business based on personal relationships built
between agents and customers. While the ways that the relationships are maintained have changed with technologies
such as the Internet, social media, and smartphones, the basics hold true.
Another theme resonating throughout the sessions was the immediate need to
implement today's technologies. While many in the room were among the
"believers," it was stressed that it was still not too late to get involved and use
today's technologies to save time, refocus efforts, and grow business.
Attendees were encouraged to embrace technology tools as business tools
that will, ultimately, generate income.
Technology is available to support business efforts. By utilizing what's
available to free up time normally spent processing, agency personnel can
focus on sales and relationships. Technology is not the enemy of sales; it's a
tool that helps enhance existing business methods and expand reach, scope,
and possibilities.
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29 February 2012
P&C Perspectives: Working Group Enhancements
by James Bielak, ACORD
Our mission: Enabling data quality and consistency that allows single
implementations to connect with multiple business partners.

To achieve that goal, we're improving, enhancing, and streamlining the standards
process and that includes modifications to our ACORD P&C Working Groups. While
P&C has continually provided the industry with forms and data standards (both AL3
and XML), we knew we could make it even better.
Traditionally, ACORD worked within a "standards cycle" with releases coming out in
the winter and the summer. However times have changed. Things move faster and
faster and we need to be more agile, reactive, and proactive.
Part of achieving our mission is to more quickly address issues that arise during the
course of a standards cycle. One example would be responding to questions about how
to implement a specific (possibly new) feature or transaction in AL3 or XML. Rather
than wait till the semi-annual release, we want to be there for our members immediately.

James Bielak,
Program Manager, P&C

The old process was highly successful and addressed a number of essential elements such as:




The documentation of AL3 via the Implementation Guides Working Group
Modification of Forms by the P&C Forms Working Group
Maintenance Requests were reviewed and changes proposed to the standards by the MR Review Working
Group

But we knew we could do more and do it more efficiently and responsively.
That's why we're introducing some new methodologies and a new mix of core P&C Working Groups that will
directly address issues vital to the P&C Community including:





Openly discussing business needs.
Exploring and understanding how a standard can be used to address a business case.
Documenting how transactions (request and response messages) are to be constructed, including required
data elements, restrictions on allowable codes, and how supporting information is to be specified within the
transaction.
Providing a testing facility that will ensure certifiable messages adhere to the structure and information
content as defined in the specification - ultimately resulting in data quality and consistency that allows a
single implementation to successfully connect with multiple business partners

THE CORE WORKING GROUPS
ACORD now sponsors three Core Working Groups, one focused on each P&C standard - P&C Forms Working
Group; AL3 Transaction Specification Working Group; and XML Transaction Specification Working Group.
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P&C Perspectives: Working Group Enhancements (continued)

In addition, a P&C Program Working Group (formerly the MR Review team)
meets throughout each cycle (at least monthly) to advice, prioritize, and ensure
coordination of the efforts among the three core working groups.
The AL3 and XML working groups will now focus on transaction
specifications rather than merely on adding (or deprecating) data elements.
This will help us achieve our goal of making ACORD Standards even more
implementable by providing precise usage information for both sides of a
transaction — from the party initiating a request to the party that responds,
along with all information you need to know in order to reliably consume the
request or response.

Specialty Working Groups
"Specialty Working Groups" which focus on very specific topic areas, will continue through 2012 and include:


Certificate Forms

Currently finalizing a Marine/Energy Certificate of Insurance.


Company Unique Codes

Bringing awareness to the issue of proliferating non-standard coverage codes and changing the mind-set for
insurers so that all new codes become a part of the standard.


IICMVA Online Verification Transaction

Providing state DMVs real-time capabilities to inquire about vehicle insurance.


Joint P&C/RLC Interoperability

Exploring and mapping P&C straight through processing between domestic US and London markets.


Professional Liability – Specialty Lines Forms

Developing new forms to support the specialty lines of P&C business.

The Critical Element
A critical element of the process that has not changed is you, the ACORD
member. The growth and evolution of the ACORD's P&C Standards are due
to the work of members submitting MRs, participating in the Working
Groups, and finding resolutions.
I encourage all ACORD P&C members to get involved and be part of the
Standards process. It's a simple 3-step process and for many may be only two:
1. Check out the list of current groups here.
2. Make sure you're registered on www.acord.org.
3. Email workinggroups@acord.org and indicate which group
(or groups) you'd like to join.
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AUGIE – ACT Looks at Technology, Business, The Future
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
At last week's Agent's Council for Technology (ACT) meeting, initiative updates showed the progress being made to
improve business for agents nationwide. Kicked off by ACT Chair Jim Armitage, Arroyo Insurance Services, Inc.
and ACT Executive Director Jeff Yates, the sessions illustrated the progress made by the industry, as well as the
work that still needed to be accomplished.
As Armitage remarked, there was a bigger than expected crowd at the event
and spoke of the importance of evolving today's agencies to meet new
demands. The use of modern technology is a must and goes a long way to
supporting business and meeting customer expectations is important.
A major focus of the event was using technology to support business
requirements, from Real Time and mobile to social media and the Internet in
general, to build a more customer-centric environment. Customer experience
and the way that agencies communicate with their current clients and
prospects have changed and independent agencies need to remain on the
cutting edge to be competitive.

ACT Chair Jim Armitage of Arroyo
Insurance Services, Inc.

Audience participation was a major part of the sessions and brought out many key points that spurred further
conversation. This included:




Independent agencies need to remain high touch as well as high tech
Technology is not generational as once thought
Social media is a networking tool like being in the Kiwanis or Rotary

One of the most important elements is showing customers the value independent agents provide as trusted advisors.
This is why industry members need to create and communicate a compelling vision of what agents provide,
particularly to younger consumers.
Much of the focus was on the future and how the industry needs to evolve to meet these changing demands. Ron
Berg of Metropolitan Casualty Insurance Company led a panel including Tom Doran of Reagan Consulting; Claudia
McClain of McClain Insurance Services, Jim Ochiltree of IVANS, and Paris Patton of Sachs Insights that examined
the key trends and forces impacting the industry. The draft of their discussion document is available here.
Some details provided included:
 Many consumers will still want a relationship, a personal connection,
based upon the consultative sale and ongoing advice and counsel when
needed. That is the important thing, not the transactions performed or the
information provided. All of that is readily available on the Internet.
 The industry is likely to see very local, more distributed agency offices in
the future—convenient to clients—bound together by technology. These
"uber-local" offices may have just one individual.
 The agency that is high touch and high relationship will do well with the
changing consumer, as compared to the agency that is primarily
transactional.
 Agencies will operate in a more virtual environment, with more flexible
employee relationships and more outsourcing of functions to third parties.
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AUGIE – ACT Looks at Technology, Business, The Future (continued)

This was followed by Peter van Aartrijk of Aartrijk who presented the
13 attributes of successful agencies of the future which are:














Leadership Skills
Strategic Thinking
Clear Brand Positioning
Knowledge
Anticipatory
People Management Skills
Financial Management
Strong Sales Skills
Agility
Know Your Consumer
Social
Efficient Processes
Effective Business Intelligence Tools

Peter van Aartrijk

The document and descriptions are available on the ACT website.
Planning and preparing for the changing insurance industry, according to all the speakers and sessions, is essential for
survival and success today and into the future. ACT and its Work Groups are working with the industry to gather the
data, generate ideas, and provide recommendations to independent agencies so they are ready for what's ahead.

22 February 2012
Curing Company Unique Codes (Part 3 of 3)
By the ACORD Company Unique Codes Working Group
Over the past two issues, we discussed what Company Unique Codes were and their impact
on both agents and carriers. This week, the future and what we can ALL do about it.
So is there any hope on the horizon to cure Company Unique Codes?
Absolutely!
The ACORD Company Unique Codes working group began addressing
this issue nearly two years ago. Initially, the group concentrated on
analyzing the codes which were submitted by members as company
unique. However, this process was slow and labor intensive.
In the last few months, the group has shifted its focus to education and
prevention, as well as tools to help mitigate the creation of more unique
codes. The Working Group is currently putting together a best
practices/implementation guide specifically for AL3 coverages. The
guide is designed to provide tips for carriers and vendors on handling
new codes, how to find matching ACORD coverage codes, and what to do
if you cannot.
ACORD Weekly Newsletters
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Curing Company Unique Codes (Part 3 of 3) (continued)
An interesting fact: the group found that approximately 90 percent of the unique codes submitted for the lines of
business analyzed (watercraft, personal umbrella, and homeowners/dwelling fire) could have been handled without
creating unique codes.
Today, the Working Group is focused on several specific areas:






Creating a guide and other educational materials specifically for AL3 coverages to aid carriers and vendors in
how to implement ACORD codes.
Working with ACORD to provide a web-based tool for members which will give them the opportunity to
search coverage codes and look for a match.
Working with ACORD staff to integrate new, more agile additions of new codes to the ACORD standard so
that they are available to members in a timely manner.
Working with members including solution providers to promote the implementation of new standards in as
timely a fashion as possible in order to leverage up to date standard codes.

Knowledge is Power
The Working Group is also focused on bringing increased knowledge and understanding of this issue to the industry.
After reading this series of articles, you now have an even greater understanding of the issue and we hope you will
share this knowledge with others within your organization. Send them links to the articles or email them copies of the
newsletters.
We all need to get the word out and arm everyone with the power to stop the code creation!

Action Required
To reach these goals, we need you! We need to spread the word that the problem can be solved, but in order to do
that we need cooperation from all. If you are a carrier, we need you to review your code lists and look for company
unique codes that can be eliminated.
We also need more of you to join us in the effort so we can work even faster to cure Company Unique Codes.
And we need more of you to join us in the effort so we can work even
faster to cure Company Unique Codes. Joining is quick and easy:
 Be sure you're registered at www.acord.org
 Email workinggroups@acord.org and ask to be added to the list
for the Company Unique Code Working Group
There may not be a cure to the common cold, but there is a cure to
Company Unique Codes.
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AUGIE, ACT, and AIMS Society Meeting a Success
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Turning Technology into Dollars - the 2012 joint AUGIE, Agents Council for Technology (ACT), and American
Insurance Marketing & Sales Society (AIMS) meeting - was another success with attendance exceeding expectations.
Three days of sessions, discussions, and networking led to increased understanding of the issues facing the industry
as well as proposed solutions.
One thing these meetings had in common was energy. There was a true passion by speakers and attendees for the
subjects discussed. That made sessions more interactive, informative, and attention-grabbing.
Relationships are still the key to insurance. How those relationships are acquired, developed, and maintained has
changed with technology, but the basic concept holds true.
Some of this year's major themes were:





Nothing happens until the sale is made.
The use of technology, and in particular Real Time and
Download, are helping agencies become sales culture and
increasing their bottom lines.
The way agents communicate is crucial from acquisition to
development to maintenance of the relationship.
Technology is an essential tool to help business. The overall
goal is still business-centric and making sales.

Another important outcome was discussion of the tools available today
and taking advantage of them to propel an agency forward. Real Time
Day (February 29) was on everyone's minds, particularly with a special
visit from Eddie, the Real Time Campaign mascot.

Real Time Day
February 29

Eddie, the mascot for the Real Time
Campaign, arrived at the AUGIE meeting
to remind everyone about Real Time Day,
February 29.

As pointed out by Keith Savino, COO of Warwick Resource Group,
See the schedule here!
LLC as well as President of the Professional Insurance Agents of New
Jersey and ACORD Board Member, it's never too late to start and get
into the game. While many agencies have progressed rapidly with technology implementations, web presences, and
social media, the others who haven't done so yet can still do so.
Look for more highlights from the three-day event in future newsletters.
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AUGIE, ACT, and AIMS Society Meeting a Success (continued)

Pictures from Tampa

Cal Durland, Director of Member
Relations for ACORD and AUGIE
Facilitator

Carl Schlotman, III, CPCU, CIC, CAI
Insurance Agency and AUGIE
Rotational Chair

Jim Rogers, The Hartford and Doug
Johnston, Applied Systems

Full house at the sessions

Jason Cass, JDC Insurance, brought
Full days of sessions brought new ideas
even more enthusiasm to the sessions.
and inspiration.

Interactive discussions kept audience
engaged and interested.
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Real Time Day is Next Week - Real Time Still Saves $$$$
by Johnell Johnson, ACORD
Cutting costs on the bottom line is a top priority for every business. The Real Time campaign helps raise awareness
about saving time and money through more efficient workflows. The Real Time campaign started nearly six years
ago under the direction of the AUGIE Leaders Council, and continues to grow.
"What companies don't want to have to do is remember passwords," said
Cal Durland, ACORD Director of Member Relations. "They just want to
Real Time Day
go through that system and connect to the partner and get whatever
February 29, 2012
answers they need so that they can service their customer. Once they
have worked on a quote and bound coverage with that insurance
company, they then want that policy information back into their system.
That's called Download."
A Real Time workflow allows a user to click on a button from a client
file in an agency management system or comparative rater for immediate
access to carrier information on that client. The transaction may include
a quote, billing inquiry, or a request for information. This single
workflow for servicing or quoting saves time and money. Companies
that use Real Time and Download save an hour a day on average, just by
eliminating redundant work like re-keying data.

VIDEO: Learn more about Real Time Day
... click on the image above.

"The tech savvy agencies said, 'Wow, we can do something better with these people's time,'" said Durland, adding
that some companies now use that extra time to sell and promote their products. "Extra time means they can service
their customers more. They can look at the database and say 'I see that we have your home, but we don't have an
umbrella of auto and home insurance.' They're able to cross-sell because they're using their system, and they can
grow their book of business."
To promote the Real Time Campaign, Real Time Day will take place on February 29th. It will feature web broadcasts
featuring interviews and discussions with Real Time and Download users and experts. There will be webinars and
educational events, presentations by insurance carriers and vendors, and contests, rewards and prizes to highlight
success in Real Time and Download. For more information visit http://getrealtime.org/realtimeday or
http://www.acord.org/resources/realtime.
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15 February 2012
Curing Company Unique Codes (2 of 3)
By the ACORD Company Unique Codes Working Group
Last week we discussed what Company Unique Codes were and their impact on agencies.
This week, we look at things from the carriers' perspective.
Every story has two sides and last week, we addressed the reasons why carriers create and use Company Unique Coverage Codes
when implementing policy download in their organizations. Now, it's important to think about how it's impacting your business.
If you're a carrier, think of these things:




Is your download and/or Real Time adoption rate lower than expected?
Have your agents told you that your company unique coverage code
lists are too long and cumbersome?
Is your spreadsheet of unique coverage codes longer than your teen's
monthly cell phone bill?

If you answered yes to any of the above, there may be reasons why your agents
could be avoiding download with you:
Too many Keystrokes, Too Little Time
Agencies must manually enter each carrier's unique code(s) and description(s)
in a time-consuming setup process. Agencies are also responsible for entering
new ACORD codes that do not exist within their management system. That's a
lot of work and typing which takes people away from core business activities.
Too Much Maintenance
Once they have the codes in, agencies must continue to review and update each carrier's company unique coverage codes as they
are created in order to avoid issues with their nightly downloads. Many times carriers forget to notify their agents when codes are
added which causes additional issues. Again, that's a lot of work and effort not related to the agent's core business which is
selling insurance and servicing their customers.
Inconsistency
Agencies experience download inconsistencies when carriers use different codes for the same coverage and/or use the same code
for different coverages. In either scenario, the agency experiences policy servicing issues when not able to rely on the data in
their management system. It is essential that at any time, the agent must have a clear understanding of what the policy covers
which requires their systems to be completely up to date and error-free. Otherwise, the quality of the agent's customer service to
its clients suffers.
Printing Errors
When carriers use non-ACORD coverage codes, agencies must cope with policy
coverage data printing on an overflow page or in additional coverage areas
instead of in the appropriate predefined field(s) on an ACORD form. This, too,
can lead to policy servicing issues as mentioned above and also increases the
cost of paper.
Are these pain points for your company? Certainly!
Is there any hope on the horizon? Absolutely!
ACORD, and members of the working group, hope to turn this situation around.
Next week, the Working Group, future activities, and curing Company Unique Codes.
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AUGIE – Real Time Day is Coming – See Eddie on Real Time
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Real Time and Download -- they are the foundations of the Real Time Campaign
that began in 2007. The aspiration was to make doing business easier, make it less
time consuming and increase company profitability. They were ideas fueled by
industry desires and needs.
Just a few years later, Real Time is reality. It's also, according to surveys done by
AUGIE and Real Time, the predominant workflow across the industry for
communicating data between agencies and carriers.
On February 29 - leap day - the Real Time Campaign, including ACORD and
AUGIE, will be not only celebrating the progress made so far, but helping "convert
the non-believers" and make them Real Time implementers. (See the Eddie cartoon
below.)
"Understanding the benefits and importance of implementing Real Time technology
is critical to success today. Agencies can't afford to spend time on processing when
they could be producing," said Cal Durland, CPCU, Director of Member Relations for ACORD. "Nothing happens till a sale is
made but if your staff is spending their time data entering ... they aren't helping you close deals."
AUGIE is currently finalizing revisions on Real Time Makes Even More $$$$, a guide that helps agencies take the
time saved once Real Time is implemented and use it for growing the business.
"The guide has tips, real-life examples, and recommendations to help agencies grow and prosper by refocusing attention on
business and sales not typing and filing. That's a huge benefit of Real Time. This sales culture will help bring your agency to the
next level," said Durland. "The guide was written by agents for agents. This is real information that will make a true difference."
Learn more about this and much more on Real Time Day 2012. Mark your calendars and check this newsletter for more
information.
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8 February 2012
Curing Company Unique Codes (Part 1 of 3)
by the ACORD Company Unique Codes Working Group
Company Unique Codes. Do you automatically break out in a cold sweat when someone mentions them?
From an agent's perspective, it can seem like it's a major burden to keep up
with the multitude of unique carrier codes just to get your work done. For If you are interested in participating in
this working group:
carriers, unique codes could be solving specific problems or creating a
"competitive advantage" in the market place.
Be sure you're registered at
www.acord.org
Over the next few weeks, we'll be looking at these codes from both angles
and let you know what's happening today as well as what's planned in the
Email workinggroups@acord.org
future. The focus is on Download in particular as it's now an essential part of
and ask to be added to the list for the
many businesses and expanding rapidly across the industry.
Company Unique Codes Working
Group
What are they?
To start with, it's important that we're all talking about the same things.
Company Unique Codes are those "special" codes developed by individual carriers to meet their specific needs. However,
over the past two years, we in the Working Group learned that unique isn't always that unique.
When the group began, we set out to analyze the unique codes for watercraft. It was a major endeavor, especially for our
first time out, but it was highly successful. As ACORD reported, "the group was able to collapse approximately 170 unique
codes to only 10." The other codes were either covered by the Standard or handled by implementation guidance.
That's 160 codes that agencies never have to worry about again!!
Why use special codes?
So now, especially if you're an agent, you're wondering, why are carriers
doing this to us?
Why use these "special" codes? Can't we all just speak the same language?
To be fair, there are understandable business reasons why a carrier might
choose to use non-ACORD standard codes in the download process.
Keeping Secrets Safe
Carriers create coverage codes to manage proprietary coverages and
endorsements. Some carriers believe that if an ACORD standard coverage
code is created, product information will be revealed and will no longer be proprietary. They believe this is what makes
them, well, "unique" and sets them apart from other carriers.
Maintaining "Good" Data
Some vendor systems are missing current ACORD codes, which require agents to enter standard codes into their systems
as if they were Company Unique Codes. This impacts the quality of the downloaded data when a carrier uses current
ACORD standards for download implementations.
Imperfect Process
Some carriers may view the ACORD standards process to implement a new coverage code as cumbersome and slow.
Internal business deadlines may explain why those carriers would bypass the process and implement a unique coverage
code instead.
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Curing Company Unique Codes (Part 1 of 3) (continued)
Lack of Implementation Experience

Carrier and/or vendor personnel may have varying levels of understanding on how to implement ACORD standards,
which can lead to inefficient implementations.
Codes and Download

As we said at the beginning, one area where codes are crucial is for download.
Possibly you're new to download and have finally worked your way through the list of each company's unique
coverage code list. Think about the time it took you to set up your system to receive these types of codes for each
carrier and each line of business?
Now, think of the maintenance of staying up to date with new codes.
Are you sweating again yet?
If not, think about update notifications prompting you to continually add
new codes. Then, on the flip side, do you often get errors in your
download process due to carrier unique codes you didn't know about?
Does this affect real time processing with your companies?
This is why we need to cure the Company Unique Code issue!
Next week, we'll be giving carriers insights into the
issues from an agent's point of view.
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1 February 2012
AUGIE & ACT: Coordinating Priorities
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
For many years, both AUGIE and ACT have worked together on many
initiatives such as Real Time. However, there was never a single source that
shows that crossover of activity.
That's now changed with the release of the AUGIE & ACT Priorities Matrix
which visually illustrates the efforts taking place in 2012 and in particular,
those areas of crossover.
"AUGIE and ACT have worked together for years. A lot of people wondered
and asked about those areas of common interest and activity. Now, rather than
talking about it, we can show people," said Cal Durland, CPCU, Director of
Member Relations, ACORD. "We all have the same general objective of
improving business. While we may approach some topics from different
angles, we work in harmony to achieve the goals and get the job done as
quickly as possible."
This year's current list of common objectives includes:


Real Time – Advocacy of Real Time Best Practice Workflows

Great advances have been made to make Real Time the predominant workflow in the industry. However
more needs to be done to encourage all carriers to offer the full real-time functionality for the major lines of
business, using the best practice real-time workflows. We will also encourage more agency adoption.


Password Advocacy

Multiple usernames and passwords is a problem everyone faces in both their personal and business lives.
ACT and AUGIE are participating in current efforts within the industry to encourage password
synchronization for real-time transactions and the use of federated identities as being shaped by the industry's
new ID Federation.


Commercial Lines Advocacy

From applications to download, Standards are available to make insurance processes more efficient and less
manual. The goals are to encourage and educate agencies and carriers to implement effective commercial
lines download and to automate the submission and renewal processes for small and mid-commercial
business.


Implementation of ACT and AUGIE Recommendations

While AUGIE and ACT have both made great strides in helping the industry become more efficient and
automated, more needs to be done to reach the remaining "non-believers" and non-participants in order to
encourage them to implement the industry's recommendations for more efficient workflows.


E&S Advocacy

AAMGA, ACORD, ACT, NAPSLO, and Lloyd's of London representatives have been working to increase
efficiency through automation in their "war on keystrokes" and they've accomplished a great deal. Now, the
goals are to get that information out and the Standards implemented, so retail agents, GAs/wholesalers and
E&S carriers can streamline their workflows for Excess and Surplus Lines and program business.
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AUGIE & ACT: Coordinating Priorities (continued)



Mobile Strategies

As mobile technology continues to grow and evolve, both ACT and AUGIE seek to help agents and carriers
use the technology in order to improve client communications and servicing, along with helping agents and
carriers in the field be more efficient and productive.


Young Professionals Involvement

Both AUGIE and ACT seek to involve the "next generation" of insurance professionals in our discussions,
because they represent the future.
"The work ACT, AUGIE, and the industry have done together for Real Time is well known. However, this chart
shows the breadth of the relationship and the common goals that we share," added Jeff Yates, ACT's Executive
Director. "We each can bring different resources to the table to further these industry objectives – AUGIE the
resources of ACORD and the agent user groups and ACT the resources of IIABA and the state agent associations."
Learn more about these joint objectives and how you can get involved at the upcoming AUGIE, ACT, and AIMS
Society meeting, February 15-17 in Tampa, FL.

Real Time Day is Coming
The Real Time/Download Campaign has announced its first-ever industry-wide event: Real Time Day, aimed to boost awareness
of ways the independent insurance agent channel can save time on insurance workflows.
Scheduled for Leap Day (Wednesday, Feb. 29, 2012), Real Time Day will provide agents/brokers,
user groups, insurance carriers and service providers with opportunities to explore how Real Time
and Download tools can boost profitability.
According to the Real Time/Download Campaign, a leading industry advocate for workflow and
technology efficiency, Real Time Day will include:





Web broadcasts featuring interviews and discussions with Real Time and Download users
and other experts.
Webinars and education events sponsored by agency management systems user groups.
Presentations by insurance carriers and vendors on using Real Time tools.
Contests, rewards and prizes to recognize success in Real Time and Download usage.

Want to know more
about Real Time Day?
Click on Eddie and visit
the Real Time Day page.

"Real Time Day is a new way for agencies to tap the latest and greatest in Real Time and Download capabilities," commented
campaign Co-Chair Joyce Sigler, CISR, CPIW, CPIA, Vice President of Administration at Jones & Wenner.
"Our surveys show that people who use Real Time and Download save, on average, an hour a day by eliminating multiple data
entry, password management and other redundant work," Sigler added. "All an agency needs is two people in the agency using
Real Time and Download, and they've saved a day's worth of work each week."
Co-Chair Stuart Durland, AAI, AINS, Partner and Vice President of Operations at Seely & Durland, an insurance agency in
Warwick, N.Y, pointed out: "There are generally two obstacles to creating Real Time efficiencies. First, agents don't know what
tools are available. Second, if they do know about them, they don't know how to get them to work. Real Time Day will help
agencies hurdle those obstacles."
Durland added that "insurance carriers, agency management system vendors, and comparative rating vendors have released
updated Real Time and Download functionality. We invite agency leaders to take a fresh look at these tools on Real Time Day,
because they can gain a significant payoff by creating greater efficiencies."
AUGIE and ACORD are sponsors and supports of the Real Time/Download Campaign and participating in Real Time Day 2012.
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25 January 2012
Getting Back to Basics: JIF 2012
by Johnell Johnson, ACORD
Are you worth the risk? In our daily lives, most of us would say "yes", but in the insurance industry the answer isn't
always that simple. It's the question every underwriter asks when deciding to accept or decline a customer, and for
the CEOs and expert panelists who appeared at the Property/Casualty Joint Industry Forum, it is one of several
questions necessary to get the industry on track for the coming year.
Matthew Mosher, Senior Vice President of Global Ratings at the A.M.
Best Company, told a packed room at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New
York City what he thought will be the best way to boost the industry.
"As an insurer, the fundamentals of underwriting are the driving force of
what you're doing. And in my view, that's got to be considered the
biggest challenge and should be the greatest focus in terms of sustaining
a strong insurance organization."
Panelists went back and forth as they discussed their priorities. For Lori
Dickerson-Fouche, President and CEO of Fireman's Insurance Company,
it was plain and simple.

Click the image to watch the Joint
Industry Forum Expert Panel.

"You can't rely on investment results to get you the kind of returns that
Also see Video of Expert Panel, Michael
you need. Underwriting is just one way to do it. It's part of the equation,"
Oxley, and Michael T. Raith.
Dickerson-Fouche said. "Another part is around operational
effectiveness. How do you run your business more efficiently than you
have been? In a lot of ways it's the basics of the insurance industry that we have to strengthen in order to improve our
results."
That comment piqued the interest of Ann Henstrand, ACORD's Chief Compliance Officer. "They all emphasized the
fact that they need to get back to basics with underwriting, smart
discipline and efficient operations."
Director of the Missouri Department of Insurance, John Huff, said he
saw those basic skills put to the test during tornados that ripped apart
portions of his state last year. From an insurance standpoint, Huff felt
good data and teamwork helped his state recover quickly. "You're
getting the job done. Let me say a big thank you from Missouri to you
for your job in rebuilding Joplin."
Click to watch ACORD On the Scene
coverage of the 2012 Joint Industry Forum

"That's what data standards are all about, efficiency both internally and
externally. Anytime you're trying to become more effective and do your
business in a more orderly fashion, you want to avoid re-keying." Henstrand added.
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AUGIE: Speakers, Sessions, Topics Now Available
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
AUGIE, ACT, and AIMS all updated their agendas for the joint upcoming event. Session topics, descriptions, and
speakers are now available on a downloadable agenda. The event takes place at the Embassy Suites Hotel in Tampa,
FL from February 15-17.
In addition to AUGIE's updates on priorities, the group will focus on two
specific topics: Real Time Makes Even More $$$$ and Productive Agency
Visits.
Kitty Ambers, Executive Director of the AIMS Society and co-author of the
updated Real Time Makes Even More $$$$ will give the audience an
overview of the changes, insights into how the process really does impact
implementers, and how agencies can achieve those benefits. This will be
followed by an agent panel moderated by Carl Schlotman, CAI Insurance
Agency and featuring: Joyce Sigler, Jones & Wenner; Mark Stolly, Stolly Insurance Group; and Donna Barr-Lagoy,
Premier Insurance Consultants, Inc.
AUGIE's Productive Agency Visit guide is also updated and author Steve Aronson of Aronson Insurance Agency,
Inc. will update the audience on the changes made and the benefits achievable. In particular, with demands on time
being so high, it's essential that meetings between carriers and agencies get as much accomplished as possible to
benefit both parties.
On Friday afternoon, AUGIE and AIMS Society are teaming up for a
session entitled Sales Success through Workforce
Optimization . Speakers include Sharon Emek, WAHVE; Carletta
Neal, The Omnia Group; Steve Anderson, The Anderson Agency
Report. In a recent AIMS Society Bright Ideas article, Sharon Emek
shared this fact: "insurance agency producers spend only 41% of their
time on sales." During this session, experts will share solutions for
decreasing the 59% of time spent on non-productive activities and
increasing the 41% of time spent on sales.
"There is still time to register for the event. While the hotel is sold out
on some nights, we're providing a list of nearby alternatives on the
website. It's important that everyone come to the event, share ideas, and
most of all, get involved," said Cal Durland, CPCU, Director of Member
Relations for ACORD. "These are the tools that the industry needs to increase productivity, decrease cost, and
streamline workflow. They are here, and you should be too."
Click here to download the latest agenda.
Click here to register.
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18 January 2012
After Weathering the Storm, JIF Looks Forward
by Johnell Johnson, ACORD
It may have been a cold New York day in January, but the men and
women at this year's Property/Casualty Insurance Joint Industry Forum
were fired up and ready to face the New Year. CEOs, regulators, and
some of the best in the business filled the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New
York, eager to reflect on the past and look forward to the future.
"What 2011 has shown is that the whole aspect of risk management has
been a positive for the industry and it continues to evolve," explained
Matthew Mosher, Senior Vice President of Global Ratings at the A.M.
Best Company.
That's a big plus considering the year was filled with highs and lows.
David Long, President and CEO of Liberty Mutual Group made the
audience laugh as he recounted just how temperamental the weather was
last year. "Mother Nature finds a concentration and punishes you."

Click the image to watch the Joint
Industry Forum Expert Panel.
Check back next week for the CEO Panel.

Long wasn't the only one trying to find humor to ease the stresses of 2011. James Kennedy, President and CEO of
Ohio Mutual Insurance Group managed to crack a smile while describing the damage done to his state during
tornados that touched down in May. "Ohio is now a coastal area," he joked.
On a more serious note, Director of the Missouri Department of Insurance John Huff graphically detailed how 130
lives were lost in the same disaster and it cost nearly two billion dollars for his state to recover from the destruction.
Huff said the storms showed just how important it is to have insurance. "I can't tell you the devastation of our
consumer assistance team when people came and said we didn't have a mortgage so we didn't have insurance," Huff
said. "Those were dark days not only for the consumers but also for our
teams."
Some panelists at the Forum felt that the damage brought by 2011's
natural disasters will remain a cloud over 2012. Other experts expressed
their belief that this year will have plenty of bright spots for the global
industry, especially when there is good data to work with so that
companies can support their customers in times of need.

Click to watch ACORD On the Scene
coverage of the 2012 Joint Industry Forum

"Data is king. The more data you have the better," Huff added. "I hold
my head high when I go to European meetings because we have good
data."

Panelists also believe an improving economy will gradually help the
industry increase in strength, but Mosher warned the room full of generally optimistic industry leaders to be patient.
"I would expect returns to improve but it's still a tepid recovery and tepid turn in the market. We're not quite there
yet. I think there's still a year or two out."
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AUGIE Sets 2012 Priorities
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
AUGIE released its 2012 priorities this week outlining plans and goals for the year. Several of the items were pulled
directly from the Real Time Survey. Each priority is linked to a specific group that will focus on that area and is
chaired by a member of the AUGIE Leadership.
"The AUGIE Leaders established these goals and are working collectively
and with AUGIE members to get even more done in 2012," said Cal Durland,
CPCU, Director of Member Relations for ACORD. "Seeing the successes of
last year, this year's goals are even more ambitious. It shows the dedication
AUGIE Leaders have to improve efficiency across the industry."
Some groups, such as Real Time and Commercial Lines, are continuations of
efforts to further grow those areas. Others, such as Consistent Carrier
Implementation of Lines of Business, are new initiatives.

2012 Priorities
Real Time

Chairs: Joyce Sigler, Jones & Wenner and Stu Durland, Seely Durland, Inc.
Real Time is the predominate workflow of the automated independent agency today. However, more work needs to
be done to reach full saturation.
Password Advocacy*

Chair: Gray Nester, BB&T Insurance Services, Robert Slocum, Slocum Agency, Inc. Today, everyone is faced with a
multitude of usernames and passwords leading to password overload. This group will monitor and/or participate in
current efforts within the industry as well as provide information on existing standards and documentation.
Commercial Lines – Application to Download

Chair: Ted Joyce, Board Member, Nexsure Users Group
This is an ongoing effort to provide agents with the knowledge they need about Commercial Lines capabilities.
Consistent Carrier Implementation of Lines of Business*

Chair: James Bielak, ACORD. Liaison to P&C: Brian Bartosh, Top
O'Michigan. Liaison to 2020: Gray Nester, BB&T
AUGIE will support the ACORD Working Groups and 2020 activities in
specific areas identified by the group. These include Dynamic Forms,
Company Specific Codes, Consistent Carrier Implementations, eForms,
eSignatures, and Handheld Strategies.
Engaging Carriers*

Chair: Ron Binning, Binning & Dickens Insurance and Andy Fogarty,
ACORD Board of Directors This group will continue its work to engage
regional carriers and increase awareness of Real Time and download
capabilities.
Productive Visits

Chair: Steve Aronson, Aronson Insurance Agency Inc.
The Productive Agency Visits document is being rewritten and will target field staff support of efficient workflows
that result in higher retention and sales.
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AUGIE Sets 2012 Priorities (continued)
Real Time Makes More $$$$$

Chairs: Stu Durland, Seely Durland, Inc. and Kitty Ambers, AIMS Society
Based on the updated document, the goal is to encourage agents to use the tools available, freeing them to build
relationships and cross sell.
Young Professional Initiative

Chair: Keith Savino, Warwick Resource Group
Following a successful launch in 2012, the goal is to bring more young professionals from all parts of the industry
into AUGIE, ACORD, and our industry and developing a next generation of AUGIE leaders and members.
User Group Implementations

Chair: Carl Schlotman, CAI Insurance Agency Inc.
The focus of this initiative is to raise awareness and offer support for each other's goals and plans.
AUGIE Communications Task Group

Chair: Randy Vogler, Couri Insurance Agency
This group continues to focus on spreading AUGIE's message, accomplishments, and activities throughout the
industry and by various methods to reach a larger audience.
* Indicates Priorities Stemming from Real Time Survey and established
as high priorities by respondents

"These are ambitious goals as always but AUGIE is determined as ever to accomplish them. By working together –
the agents, carriers, solution providers, and other industry members – AUGIE makes a difference in how business is
done by utilizing technology and workflow enhancements," Durland said.

Learn More, Get Involved
To learn more about these individual priorities, download the document here.
These priorities, along with other issues, will be discussed at the upcoming
AUGIE, ACT, AIMS Society meeting, February 15-17 in Tampa, FL.
To learn more about AUGIE, meetings, resources, and initiatives, visit the
AUGIE website and follow AUGIE on Twitter (@acord_augie).
Get involved in AUGIE and be a part of these initiatives by:



Registering on ACORD's Web site (www.acord.org)
Emailing workinggroups@acord.org and ask to be added to AUGIE
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11 January 2012
Standardizing Auto Liability Insurance Reporting
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Today, according to the Insurance Industry Committee on Motor Vehicle Administration (IICMVA), mandatory liability
insurance laws exist in 47 of the 50 states. Auto Liability Insurance Reporting (ALIR) programs, often referred to as State
Reporting systems, are designed to enforce compulsory insurance laws in 23 states. Therefore, the ability for law enforcement to
verify coverage in real time is essential to properly enforcing such laws.
However, there is no current Standard in place permitting a consistent method of communicating between the states and the
insurers. The new P&C IICMVA Motor Vehicle Reporting Working Group is taking on that challenge and working to define a
standard message that will enable US State Department of Motor Vehicles (DMVs) to communicate with insurers within their
jurisdictions regarding that motor vehicle information.
This is a joint effort by ACORD and the IICMVA that will save the time expense as well as reduce potential confusion resulting
from having multiple methods of communicating motor vehicle data between state DMVs and insurers.
The Group's first objective is to define a motor vehicle verification of insurance web
service message (request/response service). Deliverables will include an ACORD message
specification, schema, and sample message. In addition, the group will provide an
IICMVA message specification defining their specific protocols.
This effort ties directly to On Line Verification (OLV) of auto insurance that is an inquiry
made over the web to verify that a vehicle has the auto insurance coverage required by
law. The process, once implemented, is simple and fast. The individual provides their ID
Card as proof of insurance with the requisite data including insurer and policy. That
information is sent to the carrier for verification using an OLV system and within seconds,
the system responds to the coverage inquiry.
Discussions between ACORD and IICMVA have gone on for some time, culminating in an August 2011 project
announcement. Existing documentation and information was compiled and analyzed leading to the initial business
requirements. A proposal approved by the ACORD Standards Committee led to the formation of the official Working Group.
Participation
All ACORD and IICMVA members are encouraged to participate in this initiative to gain the broadest understanding of the
needs and ensure the Standard meets the industry's requirements. In addition, representatives from State DMVs will be engaged
in the process.
Any company that does business in one of the several states that have passed bills authorizing OLV
or in other states that are voluntarily implementing the technology should be represented in this
effort.
Several carriers, including Allstate, Travelers, State Farm, The Hartford, and Chartis as well as
several agents and solution providers, have already become involved. Other ACORD and IICMVA
members have already expressed interest in participating in this initiative. If your company is not
already participating, it is recommended that you join the ACORD Working Group.
To join the Working Group:
 Be sure you're registered at www.acord.org
 Email workinggroups@acord.org and ask to be added to the list for the P&C IICMVA Motor Vehicle Reporting
Working Group
For questions, please contact the group's facilitator James Bielak (jbielak@acord.org).
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AUGIE: Real-Time Usage Up Among Independent Agents
A recent Real Time/Download Campaign (www.getrealtime.org) survey of independent agents and brokers shows
that 63 percent of agency management system users employ real-time rating, including comparative raters and
agency management systems, to access multiple carriers at once. This represents an increase of six percentage points
over a similar 2010 survey, showing that real-time rating adoption among independent agents and brokers continues
to increase.
The use of real-time rating tools for personal lines saves agencies an
estimated 68 minutes per employee per day, according to the survey of more
than 3,100 agents and brokers from every state and the District of Columbia.
About three fifths (62 percent) of those using real-time rating also use realtime inquiry and service transactions through their agency management
systems, most often for billing, policy and claims inquiries, but also for
endorsement processing (55 percent for personal lines, 29 percent for
commercial).
"It's encouraging to see a continued growth in the use of real time," said
Campaign Co-Chair Stu Durland, AAI, AINS, Co-owner and Vice President
of Operations for Seely & Durland, Inc., a third-generation agency in
Warwick, N.Y. "Even more positive is the significant impact real time has on agency and brokerage operations.
Saving more than an hour of work per employee each day goes a long way in boosting agency profitability and valuesomething that's critically important to the future viability of the independent agency system."

Far-Reaching Benefits
Asked what benefits their agencies gain from using real-time tools, 78 percent of respondents said "saves many
keystrokes" and 71 percent described real time as a "significant time-saver for staff." Participants also identified ease
of use (71 percent), faster/instant customer response (68 percent), the ability to quote more business faster (47
percent), freeing up more time for sales and service (47 percent), and greater accuracy (45 percent) as benefits.

"Real time delivers so many positives it truly should be viewed as an agency 'best practice,'" Durland added. "Those
who are willing to make changes and adopt new workflows realize a host of benefits."
"As a manager, I certainly appreciate the service, efficiency and revenue gains real time offers," added Campaign CoChair Joyce Sigler, CISR, CPIW, CPIA, Vice President of Administration at Jones & Wenner, an insurance agency in
Fairlawn, Ohio. "But it's more than that. Having employees use these tools through our management system offers a
range of management benefits, too."
Survey respondents identified better activity documentation (33 percent), easier defensive remarketing/quoting (28
percent), faster and easier staff training (27 percent), and password maintenance improvements (24 percent) as other
benefits of using available real-time tools.
"Forward-thinking agencies recognize that it's more efficient to use a standard workflow instead of take redundant
steps to jump to various websites and portals to accomplish the same work," Sigler noted. "Being able to have
employees do the same thing the same way from carrier to carrier is huge."
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AUGIE: Real-Time Usage Up Among Independent Agents (continued)

Top Real-Time Service Transactions
Those who use a real-time tool said that personal lines billing and policy
inquiry transactions were used most commonly, by 91 percent and 84
percent, respectively. In commercial lines, 71 percent of agencies that
use real time said they make billing inquiries using real-time tools in
their system; 64 percent use real-time tools for commercial lines policy
inquiries.
Seventy-three percent of survey participants who use a real-time tool for
inquiry and service transactions said they use it to perform personal lines
claims inquiries; commercial lines claims inquiries are conducted by 57
percent of users. Personal lines endorsement processing is handled using
system-based real-time tools by 55 percent of real-time users. These
proportions of use are unchanged from the 2010 survey.

4 January 2012
P&C Perspectives: Agility, Advances, and ACORD Forms
by James Bielak,
P&C Program Manager, ACORD
ACORD's Property & Casualty Standard is always growing and evolving.
2011 was no different. We set out this year - following the formation of the
new ACORD Standards Committee and the appointment of Sandi Perillo,
ACE, of The Hartford as the P&C Chair - with several goals including
increased agility, enhanced communication, and more expertise. The P&C
Community accomplished a great deal throughout 2011.
P&C is an early adopter of the Agile Standards Development Organization
(aSDO) methodology. In doing this, we began examining our Working
Groups and activities to make us more responsive to industry and member
needs.

Sandi Perillo, ACE, The Hartford and
Chair of the P&C Standards Committee

In this year's two Standards Cycles, members approved 43 Maintenance Requests (MRs). These covered Forms, AL3,
and XML.
We also added more ACORD Certified experts to our rolls, several of whom were recognized during the 2011 ACORD
Awards ceremony.
Forms
New and enhanced ACORD Forms were approved and released in 2011. These included Cyber Liability, Specialty
Lines, Flood, Disclosure, and Garage.
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P&C Perspectives: Agility, Advances, and ACORD Forms (continued)
In addition, work on Dynamic Forms took place as the Working Group examined the possibilities of implementing a
new and more flexible kind of ACORD Form. The group produced a white paper that explored the concept more fully
and described dynamic form behavior. ACORD Compliance is in possession of this whitepaper and will initiate the
necessary regulatory research at the appropriate time.
Stand-Alone and Sectional Forms
Work is completed on updating ACORD's personal lines stand-alone applications and the corresponding Forms
Instruction Guides (FIGs). All materials are now with compliance and forms production. Several "sectional"-style
personal lines forms were redesigned to be republished as "stand-alone" applications, including:







Personal Umbrella Application
Dwelling Fire Application
Personal Inland Marine Application
Mobile Home Application
Watercraft Application

The corresponding "sectional" forms were similarly upgraded to incorporate any of the relevant information that was
added to the newly-designed application forms.
Implementation Guides

This year's new and updated implementation guides include:



Direct Bill Commission Statement Download Implementation
Guide (239)
Updated ACORD 238 Guide - Changing Policy Number and/or
Writing Company with Download Implementation Guide.

Next up is a guide on sending commercial property blankets in
download, an addition to the ACORD 234 AL3 Hierarchies
Implementation Guide.

John Belanger, II, Glatfelter Insurance
Group and Teresa Addy, EMC Insurance
Companies

Commercial Lines Download Minimum Data Set

A lot of work has been done developing the minimum data set for
commercial lines download. The Working Group is reassessing the scope of documentation to be produced, the
criteria for defining the minimum data sets for each message, and the possibility of using the new Message Forge tool
set that's currently being implemented by the Life & Annuity group.

In 2012...
New Working Groups that are focused on very specific areas are now open for participation. Some early kickoff
meetings took place at the end of 2012 but it's not too late to "get in on the ground floor" of these efforts. More
information will be published shortly on a new Insurance Industry Committee on Motor Vehicle Administration
(IICMVA) Working Group.
Progress will continue as we build on the work done in 2011. For example, we will reexamine Dynamic Forms and
see how ACORD can make a difference by improving efficiencies of printed form information based on the efforts
done by the Working Group to date.
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P&C Perspectives: Agility, Advances, and ACORD Forms (continued)
We're continuing to encourage more ACORD members to get their
training and become ACORD Certified Experts. We know that this
expertise is plentiful in the P&C community so it's time to prove it by
getting an ACE designation.

Angelyn Treutel, SouthGroup
Insurance, Gulf Coast and Mike Roy,
CRC Insurance Services

Also, ACORD staff is inventorying available standard resource
documentation (Implementation Guides, Standards documents, videos,
and other training material). By doing so, we can identify any missing
components as we work towards a "New Member Toolkit" web page.
We'll also be working with the new Message Forge documentation tool
set when developing future message specifications and implementation
guides.

The progress made is due to the commitment of ACORD members and
we want to encourage more of you to get involved as volunteers, join working groups, and share your expertise. 2012
will be another year of major progress for the P&C Community.

AUGIE Achieves in 2011, Aims Even Higher in 2012
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
2011 was another big year for AUGIE. Monthly calls continued to draw crowds as did the
three face-to-face events. Committee chairs and volunteers continued to work on the 2011
Priorities, making a great deal of progress.
"Each year, AUGIE publishes its priorities so that everyone knows what we're focusing on
and how they can get involved. It's a collaborative effort that continues to improve how
business is done across the industry," said Cal Durland, CPCU, Director of Member
Relations, ACORD.
In coming weeks, AUGIE will be publishing its 2012 Priorities as well as a summary of
2011's activities and accomplishments.
Priorities for 2011 included:








Commercial Lines – Application to Download
The focus is on increasing implementation and better handling the lifecycle of all
commercial lines.
ACORD Formats
This group examined the use of new technologies such as eSignatures, dynamic
capabilities, and eForms.
Real Time
Stuart Durland, AAI, AINS,
This industry-wide advocacy campaign continued to gain momentum and looked to
Partner and Vice President of
increase implementation of Real Time Technologies to improve ease of doing
Operations at Seely & Durland
business.
and co-chair of the Real
Time/Download Campaign
Real Time Makes $$$$$
Work is well underway on an updated version of the popular AUGIE document now
called Real Time Makes More $$$$.
Engaging Carriers
Bringing the message of Real Time technology to carriers, this group continues to use all methods of communications to
increase carrier participation and implementation of Real Time technology.
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AUGIE Achieves in 2011, Aims Even Higher in 2012 (continued)



The Power of Change®
This educational campaign came back in 2011, particularly at the ACORD LOMA Forum. The program helps agencies
implement change without the anxiety normally associated with transition.
AUGIE Communications

In February 2011, ACORD joined forces with ACT and the AIMS Society for a three-day event in Tampa focused on helping
agencies improve business by using technology, mining existing data, and reducing manual data entry. Doing so frees up staff to
work on creating and maintaining business, not processing.
These themes continued at AUGIE meetings at the ACORD LOMA Insurance Systems Forum and again in Fort Lauderdale at
the ACORD Implementation Forum. November's meeting, in particular looked at the War on Keystrokes.
In 2012 ...
"So much was done in 2011 to expand and reinforce the foundations of what we all do ... improve efficiency through technology.
The results of those efforts by all of the committees and individuals will start rolling out in the coming weeks and months,"
Durland said.
One of the first items will be the release of Real Time Makes More
$$$$ that was not only updated but expanded. "So much has changed and
continues to change technologically. We wanted to be sure we provided
agencies with the most accurate and useful information possible so that they
would achieve all the benefits of Real Time technology," Durland added.
The next AUGIE meeting is scheduled for February in Tampa, FL along with
ACT and the AIMS Society. The joint focus will be Turning Technology into
Dollars. Over the three days, each group will have meetings and sessions
focused on ways agencies can utilize today's technology to improve workflow
and reduce keystrokes. By doing so, agency personnel can concentrate on
making sales and retaining business not processing data.
Also coming soon will be the 2012 AUGIE Priorities. The items and document
are being finalized by the AUGIE Leaders and will be published shortly.
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14 December 2011
Register Today for AUGIE, ACT, and AIMS Society Meeting
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Registration is open for the February 2012 meeting of AUGIE, ACT, and the AIMS Society in Tampa, FL. This three-day event
focuses on a singular theme - Turning Technology into Dollars.
About the Groups
AUGIE
AUGIE – the ACORD User Group Information Exchange – is a forum within
ACORD that facilitates open communication among agents, brokers, carriers,
associations, and solution providers leading to improved workflow and increased
productivity.
As part of ACORD, AUGIE unites industry members and feeds their ideas into the
Standards process. When AUGIE members work together, they have changed the
industry as well as how information is shared.

ACT
Established in January 1999, ACT is a part of the Independent Insurance Agents and
Brokers of America (IIABA) and provides a candid, action-oriented forum to address
the critical workflow and technology issues facing the Independent Agency System.
ACT helps participants understand the perspectives of the other stakeholders in the
process and provides excellent networking opportunities with the participants who are
shaping the future for the industry on these issues.
AIMS Society
As a membership-driven organization, the American Insurance Marketing and Sales
Society's (AIMS) mission is to provide marketing and sales training and tools to
property/casualty insurance agency owners, producers, support staff and insurance
company personnel. Membership is open to anyone in the insurance industry in the
pursuit of sales excellence and professionalism.
Why Attend?
A common question about any event is why attend? According to ACORD's Director
of Member Relations Cal Durland, CPCU, "this is an essential event for agents,
brokers, carriers, and solution providers to attend, network, and learn from each other. It's only through events like this that we've
been able to make the advances as industry that we have already."
These advances include the Real Time Campaign, download for personal and commercial lines, and tools such as Productive
Agency Visits.
"Even though a lot of progress has been made, there's still more work to do and that's why we want everyone to attend and take
part in these meetings. They are interactive, informative, and beneficial to your company," Durland added.
"We hope to see a lot of new faces in Tampa. If you're coming for the first time or have questions, be sure to contact any of the
groups - AUGIE, ACT, or the AIMS Society - so we can answer your questions. We want you to participate, provide your input
and perspectives, and help us continue to make progress for the industry," she concluded.
Registration
Register today by clicking here.
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Stu Durland Assumes Co-Chair Position with Real Time/
Download Campaign
Independent agency principal Stuart Durland, AAI, AINS, has been named co-chair of the Real Time/Download
Campaign, a leading industry advocate for workflow and technology efficiency in the independent agency
distribution channel. Durland is Partner and Vice President of Operations at Seely & Durland, a third-generation
insurance agency in Warwick, NY.
He succeeds Karen Youngman, CPCU, of Don Allen Agency, based in Rochester,
NY, who co-led the campaign since 2009. An active member and interim director
of Applied Systems Client Network (ASCnet), Durland has 33 years of insurance
agency and carrier experience.
Real Time is the ability to click on a button from a client file in the agency
management system or comparative rater for immediate access to carrier
information on that client. The transaction may be a quote, billing inquiry, claim
inquiry/loss run, policy view, endorsement or a request for information.
"The insurance industry has worked together for the past few years to develop and
refine real time and download functionality and make them easy to use," said
Durland. "As a result, agents and brokers - including my agency -- are more
efficient, more responsive and more profitable. Plus, even in a down market, these
new workflows have helped my agency grow."

Stuart Durland, AAI, AINS,
Partner and Vice President of
Operations at Seely & Durland New co-chair of the
Real Time/Download Campaign

He continued: "As an agency principal, I have experienced the challenges
associated with shifting culture and implementing these best practices. I'm eager to share what I've learned with
others so that real time and download become the predominant workflows throughout the entire independent agency
system. Frankly, it's the only way local agents and brokers will prosper."
Durland, who worked for 13 years as data processing manager at Travelers Insurance Company, is a past president
and current board member of ASCnet (Applied Systems Client Network) and a member of its Industry Solutions
Committee; a board member of the Personal Lines Growth Alliance; treasurer of the Independent Insurance Agents &
Brokers of Orange County N.Y.; a member of the Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers of New York
Technology, Leadership and Advocacy Committee; and an active AUGIE leader and ACT member.
He joins Campaign Co-Chair Joyce Sigler, CISR, CPIW, CPIA, Vice President of Administration at Jones &
Wenner, an insurance agency in Fairlawn, OH.
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ACORD Forms: Forms and the Future (Part 2 of 2)
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Last week, ACORD's CTO Peter Teresi discussed the current forms production methodology
and the goal of streamlining both production and consumption. This week, he discusses
the role of developers and vision for future forms production.
Michael Carroll: You mentioned developers, what's the goal with system use of ACORD forms?
Peter Teresi: A major goal of ACORD's … and one of mine too … is to work closely with our solution provider members
and our carriers that develop forms-based solutions. By building these relationships, we'll create a better understanding of what's
available today and what's needed to support members. We all want to find real, implementable solutions that help the industry
and that comes from working together. To do this, we need to work as a team.
We need to find ways to ensure that the end users … who are both our members and their users ... have access to the most current
forms in a timely manner.
This is where eForms are crucial. They provide faster integration. The eLabels give consistency and easier implementation.
eForms and eLabels also make it possible for solutions to expand their offerings since eLabels are consistent across all ACORD
forms.
MC: In general terms, what are the benefits of eForms and eLabels from a developer
perspective?
PT: eForms, along with eLabels, make it easier for systems to consume updated forms
without a lot of manual reprogramming or work. If a system uses eForms, they're able to get
the latest compliant versions out to users quicker. For companies that do some customization
or other changes to the forms, it will reduce the amount of effort needed, especially where the
data ties into a back-end system.
It's not unreasonable to think that, someday, we'll be able to release an updated form and a
solution will be able to consume it and distribute it to its users in hours or days, not weeks or
months. I think that's a goal we'd all be proud and happy to accomplish.
MC: You've been talking to a lot of companies lately. How have ACORD's members reacted to some of these ideas so far?
PT: In some of these early discussions, a lot of companies are really receptive to the ideas. Some didn't even realize how
implementing eForms can reduce the administrative burden they have today.
In the end, we all need to work together and meet the needs of our customers. It takes cooperation, understanding and
conversation. That's what we're doing right now and spreading the word so we are all on the same page.
MC: So what would you say is your overall goal with forms production?
PT: Generally, it's to make the process more efficient, more responsive, and more
adaptable. Changes today come faster than ever, and we need to be able to incorporate
changes more rapidly. That's why we are looking to tap into the technology that's available
today, see what works best, and make the process changes needed.

For me, it's about finding integration points with developers to help them better
serve their users. It's about streamlining our internal processes to make us more
efficient and effective.
By working together, we can improve things across the industry. It's not an overnight solution, but it's definitely
within reach.
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7 December 2011
ACORD Forms: New Forms FAQ Online
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Recently, ACORD launched an updated Forms FAQ to help members and participants find quick answers to common
questions. The FAQ is divided into four main sections: General, Certificates, Compliance, and Fillable Forms.





General focuses on the basics of ACORD Forms access, use, and programs.
Certificates (a downloadable PDF) focuses specifically on those ACORD Forms, usage, and updates.
Compliance handles topics including forms updates, filling out forms, and filing.
Fillable Forms discusses the use, compatibility, and formats of ACORD's fillable forms as well as their
benefits.

Representatives of ACORD Member Services, Compliance, and IT groups
collaborated on this project. The goals were to analyze the questions received on
a regular basis, give answers in a clear and usable fashion, and provide primary
source for forms information.
The questions were submitted by members through memberservices@acord.org
as well received at different meetings and events.
"In addition to the new look and feel, the data has been updated and expanded
based on questions ACORD receives through email or by calls to the Member
Services team. In particular, Kathy Shaw-Smith, Forms Analyst, developed a
repository of forms questions so we gained a better insight into member needs and what truly pressing questions they
had," said Ann Henstrand, Chief Compliance Officer, ACORD.
As new questions arise and new information comes to light, the FAQ will be updated to keep the information fresh
and responsive.
"ACORD Forms are forever evolving and this FAQ will help support ACORD Forms Users. It will give them a better
understanding of the forms, the usage, and the reasons things are what they are. It's a truly living document,"
Henstrand added.
In addition to just answering basic questions, the FAQ takes on forms-related questions such as: Is ACORD currently
working on electronic signatures? or How soon must we implement a new version of an ACORD form after it has
been released?
The Forms FAQ home page is located here.
If you have a question that you think should be included in the FAQ, email memberservices@acord.org.
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Forms and the Future (Part 1 of 2)
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Recently, I sat down with ACORD's Chief Technology Officer, Peter Teresi, to discuss how
ACORD is working to streamline ACORD Forms production and facilitate integration. After
nine years with ACORD in various IT positions, Teresi was recently promoted to CTO. In
addition to managing ACORD's overall technology infrastructure and strategy, he is
taking on the challenge of improving the Forms production process by using today's
technologies.
Michael Carroll: Forms is where ACORD began its standardization efforts more than four decades ago. Where are
we now in the forms production capabilities?
Peter Teresi: Today, ACORD supports approximately 800 standardized

forms for a number of business areas including P&C, life, employee
benefits, and flood. That 800 number doesn't account for the fact that each
of the individual forms is available in various flavors … static and fillable
forms and eForms. What we're looking to do is find ways to make
producing the forms faster, simpler, and more efficient.
It's important to know that the forms aren't changing. What we're looking at
is how we produce the deliverables. Our objective is to be even more
responsive to member and industry needs.

ACORD Chief Technology Officer,
Peter Teresi

MC: Responsive in what way?
PT: The time it takes for a form to change, whether it's from a working group or for regulatory reasons, can be long

because it's still a manual process in many ways. We're looking at technologies that can help cut that time down and
deploy them to members more quickly and easily.
None of this is happening overnight. We're evaluating possibilities. We're tapping our in-house expertise. And we're
looking at existing at custom solutions. That's what we've done before and that led to some process improvements.
MC: What's an example of how things have been improved in the recent past?
PT: Over the past couple of years, we've implemented one tool that makes it faster and easier to make changes to a

single form and then output it in the many formats ACORD supports.
Now, we're building on this capability so that we can more easily apply eLabels, which are essential to form
integration within the technology solutions available today.
We're also looking to find faster and easier ways to push those forms out to the membership so the time from
development to deployment to implementation is decreased. We want to get forms into the hands of users and
developers rapidly and make sure they have access to them so they use the most current and compliant versions.
Next week, Teresi discusses the role of developers and his vision for future forms
production.
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30 November 2011
Pay as You Drive: Is There a Future? (Part 3 of 3)
by Ara C. Trembly
In past weeks, three leading analysts examined Pay As You Drive (PAYD) and who is
benefiting from the technology. This week, they discuss its use today and in the future.

Why Hasn't It Caught On?
Given a host of benefits to both insurers and at least some consumers, why hasn't PAYD caught fire as a concept?
According to Carney, there are two reasons-relatively limited market awareness and limited distributions of these
kinds of policies. "Progressive, for instance, hasn't been promoting it until the last year or so," she notes. "I also
wonder about the reward structure for the agents-who won't spend much time on coverage products that don't reward
them for the amount of time they'll have to invest in educating a consumer about a PAYD option."
Carnahan points to a series of challenging factors. "Regulatory
challenges mean that the program isn't approved in all states yet," she
explains. "Consumers don't always understand what PAYD really is, and
there has not been a widespread effort to educate consumers on the
different models or benefits."
She adds that with a PAYD model, carriers will have to make significant
changes. "If they implement a mileage-based program, they need to also
implement a mechanism for capturing mileage. If they decide to use a
telematics-based program, they need a partner to supply them with the telematics devices," she says.
According to Light, until recently, the biggest barriers to PAYD success were consumers' willingness (or lack
thereof) to install the hardware, and the incentives offered by the insurers. "Now there is a second generation of
hardware, that is less intrusive and insurers are getting smarter about incentives," he states.
Privacy is also a concern when drivers see themselves and their behavior being constantly monitored by insurers
who, if anything, want those drivers to pay higher premiums. "It's the number one impediment to moving PAYD
forward," states Carney. "Consumers and regulators are concerned about how their personal information is going to
be used and how it's going to be secured. So, insurance carriers have to ensure that they have appropriate risk
mitigation guards in place because the privacy and security of consumer data won't just be a compliance issue-there
could be other court actions associated with its use."
She adds, however: "The fact of the matter is that we as consumers relinquished privacy the minute we went online."
Indeed, Carnahan asserts that, "Many consumers seem to be quite willing to give up privacy for a potential cost
reduction."

The Future of PAYD
According to Light, PAYD models that are likely to succeed in the future are those that "balance an insurer's desire
for a lot of data, its ability to price on that data (via analytics), and how compelling and transparent the incentives are
that it offers to consumers." Overall, he sees the future of the concept as bright.
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Pay as You Drive: Is There a Future? (Part 3 of 3) (continued)

"We believe that PAYD will continue to expand as consumers and
regulators become more familiar with the program," says Carnahan.
"Telematics is likely to be the model that wins out. More suppliers will
emerge that provide cost effective devices or in-vehicle capabilities
through telematics providers such as OnStar. Over time, these devices
are more likely to be aligned with a specific driver, rather than a vehicle.
(e.g., you log into your vehicle). This will allow the creation of a driving
score that can replace or augment a credit score when estimating rates."
"Imagine this," says Carney: "I know that I'm only going to drive 100
miles this week, so that's all the PPA coverage I want to buy. Thanks to
fabulous Big Data analytics, I get a market price (along the lines of
lobster meals at fine dining establishments) for that 100 miles of coverage sent to my `connected' car. I (or my car)
accepts and binds and, voila, I've bought my coverage for the week."
Ara
C.
Trembly
is
the
founder
of
Ara
Trembly-The
Tech
Consultant
(www.aratremblytechnology.com), a writing, consulting, and advisory practice focusing on
technology for the insurance industry.

AUGIE, ACT, AIMS Society: Turning Tech into Dollars
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Last February, AUGIE, the Agent's Council for Technology (ACT), and the American Insurance Marketing and Sales Society
(AIMS Society) teamed up for a three-day event focused on finding ways to improve business by utilizing technology, mining
existing data, and reducing manual data entry so that agency resources can focus on sales, not keystrokes.
This year, they are taking it one step further as they reunite February 15-17 with the theme of
Turning Technology into Dollars.
"All three organizations are working towards the same goals of business improvement,
efficiency, and ease of doing business from our own perspectives. By combining our events, we
can cross-pollinate ideas and reach those goals faster," said Cal Durland, CPCU, Director of
Member Relations for ACORD.
Over the three days, each group will have meetings and sessions focused on ways agencies can
utilize today's technology to improve workflow and reduce keystrokes. By doing so, agency
personnel can concentrate on making sales and retaining business not processing data.
The agenda includes a range of topics including:




eSignatures
Metrics
Transferring Sales Documents





Real Time and Real Time Makes Even More $$$$
Productive Agency Visits
Managing for Success

A tentative agenda is available here. "This is a chance for members of all three organizations to work together, hear what's
going on across groups, and get the knowledge they need to become more successful," Durland added. "We think adding
business, technical, and marketing perspectives to issues provides a more complete picture and can really benefit attendees. This
is a unique opportunity and by taking part in all three days, people will leave with ideas they can act on when the get home."
The meetings take place at the Embassy Suites USF/Busch Gardens in Tampa, FL. Details and tentative agenda available here.
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Real Time Eddie

ACORD Forms:
Specialty Lines: Standards are Here and Ready
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Recently, I spoke with ACORD Board Member and Chair of the Specialty Lines Working Group Keith
Savino to discuss the status of Specialty Lines Standards. Savino is also COO of WRG and President of
the Professional Insurance Agents of New Jersey (PIANJ).
Michael Carroll: What is the status of Specialty Lines Standards at ACORD today?
Keith Savino: We've come a long way in a short time. The Standards and Forms are there and the number is growing.
The Working Group continues to pick a new area for standardization and goes to work to get it standardized as quickly as
possible.
One example is the number of forms. Right now, there are around 800 forms available for use.
MC: What challenges is the group facing?
KS: Industry-wide knowledge of these Standards is our current hurdle. We went from no one knowing there were
Standards to many hearing about them finding out that ACORD was the source of those forms and Standards. Now, it's
getting people to get the standards and use them.
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Specialty Lines: Standards are Here and Ready (continued)

MC: Cyber and privacy was a big area you spoke about last year. How has
that gone?

Specialty Lines Forms
ACORD 807 - D&O Application
ACORD 825 - Professional/Specialty
Insurance Application
ACORD 827 - Employment Practices
Liability Insurance Section
ACORD 828
Application

-

Fiduciary

Liability

ACORD 831 - Professional Specialty
Insurance Notice of Incident/Claim
ACORD 832 – Miscellaneous Errors &
Omissions (E&O)
ACORD 833 - Lawyers Professional
Liability Section
ACORD 834 - Cyber
Coverage Section

and

Privacy

KS: The form was developed, approved, and released within months. It really
showed that ACORD was once again ahead of the curve. The group saw the
need …. saw the growth of the line … and got it standardized and ready for
use quickly.
Once people know more about the form and its value to all parts of the
industry, they'll really see how using a Standard makes it easier, faster, and
more efficient for them to write the business. The easier it is to write, the
more they can write. It's good business sense.
MC: Who needs to learn more about Specialty Line Standards to increase
use?
KS: Everyone across the industry.
Agents need to get the forms and start using them to gather the data and write
the business. They also need to tell their agency management system vendors
to get those forms in the systems so they can use them … and the sooner the
better.

Vendors need to listen to their customers … the agents … and make sure they have the forms available and that they are
the most current versions. This is how most companies communicate the data to carriers and it's crucial that these systems
are ready for business.
Likewise, carriers need to promote the use of the Standards and Forms and accept them. We all need to work together and
use the ACORD Standards to share the information.
MC: Where can people learn more about the Specialty Lines activities?
KS: The forms are available to ACORD members and participants on the
ACORD Website. Just sign in and download them.
There was also a session at November's ACORD Implementation Forum
where you can hear from me along with Chris Kinsman of Vertafore along with
Brian Marable and Alan Stitzer both of ACORD.
MC: What's one thing someone should do today regarding Specialty Line
Standards?
KS: Learn more about them. People know about ACORD's commercial line
standards. They know about personal lines standards. But not enough people
know about the advances we're making in specialty lines.

Download the MOV and
MP3 from this session. Click
here to see other available
sessions from the Forum.

If you're involved in specialty lines, you need to be involved and aware. Join the
working group. Find out about using the forms whether they're downloaded or on a management system.
Take that step, visit the ACORD website.
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23 November 2011
Pay as You Drive: Is There a Future? (Part 2 of 3)
by Ara C. Trembly
Last week, three leading industry analysts examined Pay as You Drive (PAYD) and today's
market. This week, learn who benefits from PAYD.

PAYD: Who benefits?
Is the PAYD model more profitable for insurers?
"The model hasn't been around very long with a large number of consumers," notes Karlyn Carnahan, Principal,
Novarica. "Actuaries have insufficient data to confidently assess accurate premium levels. However, initial
indications are that the model is improving profitability for carriers."
Donald Light, Senior Analyst, Celent, asserts that telemetrics-based
pricing is inherently more profitable for insurers, "until and unless most
companies are doing it." Ellen Carney, Senior Analyst, Forrester
Research, meanwhile, points out that, "Given that it tends to attract a
safer, more mindful-of-driving-habits customer, I would imagine it
would be [more profitable]. Essentially, the driver is charged for the risk
that they represent to the carrier."
She adds that the model "definitely offers savings to consumers, which is
the main attraction for them-and who doesn't want to save money these
days?" Light points out, however, that this model is only better for consumers who "fall into low risk segments."
According to Carnahan, widespread PAYD availability "is likely to initially stimulate a sort of reverse adverse
selection effect. Good drivers are likely to want to be rewarded for good driving, and will be attracted to programs
that reward their habits. Poor drivers are likely to not want to be charged for their poor driving and are therefore more
likely to try to stay with carriers that have broad rating tiers resulting in a lower price for the poor drivers."
Overall, however, Carnahan believes the PAYD model should be better for consumers, "because they are paying a
premium that is more aligned with their driving habits. Drivers who drive fewer miles pay [lower] premiums. Drivers
who are more responsible are likely to pay less."
Next week, read about the future of PAYD.
Ara C. Trembly is the founder of Ara Trembly-The Tech Consultant
(www.aratremblytechnology.com), a writing, consulting, and advisory practice focusing on
technology for the insurance industry.
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16 November 2011
Pay as You Drive: Is There a Future? (Part 1 of 3)
by Ara C. Trembly
The idea of pay-as-you-drive (PAYD) auto insurance is hardly a new one in our industry, but despite many trial
balloons and much publicity, the concept has failed to catch on in a big way. On the other hand, insurers haven't
given up on the idea, and with that in mind, we asked several industry analysts about the current state and future
outlook of PAYD.
There are several flavors of pay-as-you-drive, notes Karlyn Carnahan,
Principal, Novarica. The simplest is a pure odometer reading based on
mileage (The more miles you drive the more insurance you pay.). "The
most complex is a version that uses telematics to capture not only time
and mileage, but more importantly, driving behavior," she adds. "Factors
such as time of day, rapid acceleration or deceleration, and radius are all
used to modify the premium based on the driving risk."
According to Carnahan, PAYD is still relatively new in the US, but
some carriers are dipping their toes in those waters, including
Progressive, Liberty Mutual, GMAC, Cooperative, and MileMeter.
"I think it is best to think about pay-as-you-drive as one type of
telemetrics-based pricing (an insurer accessing a data set that includes
miles driven, but could include time of day, GPS-provided locations,
speed, acceleration/braking, etc.)," says Donald Light, Senior Analyst
with Celent. "Many insurers are investigating and/or piloting forms of
telemetrics-based pricing."
"Finally, it looks like interest in the notion is on the rise," asserts Ellen
Carney, senior analyst with Forrester Research. "Progressive is
marketing SnapShot more vigorously, and other carriers, including State
Farm and AAA, are planning PAYD offerings as well. Consumers get rewarded for safe driving, and get to buy just
what they need. Consumers that we've surveyed have expressed big interest, so it's potentially a great market
opportunity for carriers. You're also seeing Policy Administration vendors stepping up with core applications for this
product."
Next week, learn about who benefits from PAYD.
Ara C. Trembly is the founder of Ara Trembly-The Tech Consultant
(www.aratremblytechnology.com), a writing, consulting, and advisory practice focusing on
technology for the insurance industry.
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AUGIE Meeting
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
This November's AUGIE Meeting focused on the continuing War on Keystrokes and the use of technology to
streamline workflows and improving ease of doing business. The message remained clear: the more companies
utilize technologies and ACORD Standards to do business, the more they can focus on their key business of selling
insurance rather than on processing data.
ACORD's Board Chair John Leonard, President & CEO of MEMIC, opened the meeting. He stressed the importance
of ACORD XML for doing business today stating directly to the AUGIE audience: "you have to use ACORD XML."
He gave examples of how standards implementations benefited MEMIC. This is why, according to Leonard, that they
are requiring their partners to use ACORD XML for data communications.
Leonard also encouraged more people to get involved and volunteer.
"ACORD's success is through volunteers like you," he stated.
AUGIE Rotational Chair Mike Worthington, President of Worthington
Insurance & Real Estate and President of the National Users
Development Group Inc. for MI (NUDGMI) then welcomed the various
groups in the audience including agents, carriers, solution providers,
other AUGIE Leaders and the ACORD Young Agent Scholarship
winners in attendance.
Implementations and demonstrations were a major focus for the
morning. Live demonstrations from ACORD-based systems highlighted
the capabilities available today as well as the value of sharing data using
the Standards. These included Applied using ACORD messages and
web services, Vertafore's Pipeline, and Choices' eForms
implementation.

(l to r) AUGIE Rotational Chair Mike
Worthington, Worthington Insurance &
Real Estate; Young Agent Scholarship
winner Michael Oskouian, Choice
Insurance LLC; John Wickhem, John
Wickhem Agency

A highlight of the demonstrations was Doug Johnston of Applied Systems and Peter Zale of Vertafore showing Epic
and PL Rating running and talking together. As some in the audience said, it was a "historic" demonstration seeing
competitors working together.
Updates on the Real Time campaign were provided by Peter van Aartrijk of Aartrijk. He reviewed the current
"Eddie" campaigns as well as the new Eddie cartoon series that is beginning to appear. A review of the latest Real
Time survey showed increases in both personal and commercial lines download. However, while increasing, more
work needs to be done to continue this rise in efficiency.
Jim Rogers of The Hartford provided insights into Trust Framework, an organization whose mission is to provide
common legal and technical standards that will remove the need for IDs and passwords while increasing security and
the ease of doing business with one another.
Two of the hottest issues in the industry today – eSign and mobile technology – were next on the agenda. ACORD's
Lloyd Chumbley discussed the use of apps and Standards. Then, a video from the Kansas Independent Agents
showed how apps on a tablet can improve efficiency and make working with clients easier and faster. Brad DuPont of
eSignSystems provided a demonstration of how eSignatures are being implemented using their system.
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AUGIE Meeting (continued)

ACORD Membership Director Cal Durland, CPCU, then provided updates on
several other AUGIE initiatives.





The Real Time Makes $$$$ is being updated. The objective is to
provide an updated document that encourages agencies to use Real
Time in ways that will improve their bottom line and change their
corporate culture from processing data to sales. As an example, she
cited Stu Durland of Seely & Durland and her husband. She showed the copy of Rough Notes from
September 2011 that highlighted their agency.
The Updated Productive Agency Visits document is also being updated to provide new and additional
information on how to make the most out of visits with field representative.
Ron Binning provided updates on the ongoing efforts to engage carriers. The focus will be on getting
more companies involved with Real Time and increasing industry understanding of the benefits.

The next AUGIE face-to-face meeting will be February 15-17, 2012 in Tampa, FL in association with ACT and the
AIMS Society.

Smartphone Apps: A Smart Choice for Agents
by Tim Dodge
Cyndy Smith carries around a calculator. And a voice recorder. And a notebook. And a file cabinet for storing
documents. And a device that allows her to remotely connect to her insurance agency's network. It sounds like a lot to
haul from place to place, but it's not. She carries all of these in a device that weighs in at one-and-one-third pounds:
An Apple iPad.
Like many professionals, Smith considers her mobile computing device
to be an indispensable tool for business. These minicomputers permit
users to work, send and receive email and text messages, surf the Web,
play games, store photos and music, and more. To do all these things,
smartphones and tablet devices such as the iPad run applications, or
"apps," as they are commonly known.
The public has embraced apps in a big way -- according to The
Anderson Agency Report, there were more than 300,000 apps available
in the Apple App Store in February.
Increasingly, insurance producers are embracing them as well.
Smith is the technology director for Haylor, Freyer & Coon, a full-service insurance agency based in Syracuse, New
York. The agency's staff, spread across multiple offices throughout central and southern New York, use an app called
Jump-Remote to connect their iPads to the agency's network. She uses the pre-loaded calculator program for basic
math, a free app called Dragon Dictation for dictating messages, and Apple's iBook app for storing PDF versions of
books and client files. Lyle Davidson, owner of the Davidson Agency in Delphos, Kansas currently uses a Quick
Response (QR) code scanning app and a signature app on his Blackberry, and is looking for more. "I am changing
from Blackberry to Android and anticipate finding many more useful business apps there," he says.
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Smartphone Apps: A Smart Choice for Agents (continued)

Davidson is one of a growing number of agents who have taken apps to the next level by creating one for his agency's
clients to use. A member of the Kansas Association of Insurance Agents' Technology Committee, he worked with
other agents and developer IIA Mobile to build an app that KAIA member agents could purchase and customize for
their own needs. The Davidson Agency app currently allows customers to contact the agency, report claims and make
payments. A future upgrade will add the ability to obtain quotes. "As mobile as independent agents are, we must find
ways to operate more efficiently and utilize technology to do so," he says. "The abilities to use apps will enable us to
operate remotely more efficiently."
Katie Hobson, public relations coordinator for the KAIA, worked with Davidson on the app development project.
"Many of our members have yet to get a website up and going," she explained. "A mobile app is a much more
affordable and quick way to get them online." The response from the agents has been encouraging, she said. "Agents
are already asking for this kind of technology. We just need to let them know it's available." Kerri Spielman,
executive director for the KAIA, adds, "Agents understand the importance of being available and in touch to respond
to their clients' needs. To stay competitive, agents know that mobile devices and Internet shopping are changing the
method and speed of business."
Claudia McClain of McClain Insurance Services in Everett, Washington believes that some agents are taking a waitand-see approach. "I think that many agents find it difficult to deal separately with each new technological
advancement," she said, "and many choose to sit on the sidelines initially to determine if the new technology will be
advantageous for their clients and their agency." Conversely, her agency has been an early adopter of technology and
has also developed an app for clients, though that will eventually be replaced with a mobile version of the agency's
Web site. "We were thrilled to be one of the first agencies to have an iPhone app, but we are even happier to be
moving towards an all-platform mobile solution."
Cyndy Smith took a similar approach. Her sense was that few people
would download an insurance agency's app just to have on hand in case
they ever had a claim. Also, multiple platforms make development and
maintenance time-consuming. Consequently, the agency worked with
Artizan, the developer that built its Web site, to create a mobile version.
"We launched the mobile site on about May 1 and have had pretty
positive feedback so far," she reported. "It is easy to maintain, as what
we have out there does not require much updating."
The use of smartphone apps and mobile versions of Web sites will likely
continue to grow. A recent Accenture survey found that consumers
under age 35 overwhelmingly want to interact with their insurance agents using mobile devices. However, creating
apps to let them do this takes careful thought, warns Dorgan. "In building a smart phone app, an agent should ask
'Why would someone want to use this?' The agents that are using them are taking the best features of their Web sites
and putting them into the smart phone app."
Tim Dodge is a writer and podcaster living near Syracuse, New York. Acts of Desperation
is his first podcast novel. He is the author of two other novels and several short stories. He
also writes freelance techincal articles on financial topics. Dodge is Director of Research &
Media Relations at Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers of New York, Inc.
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2 November 2011
AUGIE: ‘Real Time Eddie’ Debuts In His Own Cartoon Series
"Speed," a new cartoon series featuring independent agency system mascot Real Time Eddie, debuts this month.
Through online and print ads in insurance trade media as well as in email messages, postings on Eddie's own
Facebook page and blog, and trade association publications, the cartoon series invites independent agencies to look
for the newest opportunities for real-time connectivity.
The new comic strips feature the Real Time Eddie character-created in 2007 by the industry's Real Time/Download
Campaign-showcasing heroic powers of speed in any situation he is in, whether reading a book or visiting a doctor.
"Independent agencies feel the need for speed more than ever," said Joyce Sigler, CISR, CPIW, CPIA, vice president
of administration at Jones & Wenner, an insurance agency in Fairlawn, Ohio, and campaign co-chair. "Real Time can
help with that.
"With the "Speed" comic strips, we want to awaken agency decision-makers to the latest advances in real-time
capabilities since they might have last looked. Many agencies, carriers, tech user groups and service providers
continually push forward to improve connectivity for independent agencies," Sigler added.
Karen Youngman, CPCU, personal lines manager at Don Allen Agency, Rochester, N.Y. and campaign co-chair,
pointed out: "We want agency principals, staff and producers to have a quick laugh or at least a chuckle about Eddie's
heroic, speedy exploits. But more important, we want them to learn more about and implement real-time capabilities
-- so they spend less time on processing and systems-related work and more time with prospects and customers."

Comic strips can be shared from Eddie's Facebook page and are available for posting and publication by emailing
RealTime@Aartrijk.com.
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26 October 2011
AUGIE Agenda Highlights
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Next week's AUGIE Meeting, being held on November 4, 2011 after the ACORD Implementation Forum in Fort
Lauderdale, FL, focuses on solutions and the future.
"Topics such as hand-held technology, eSignatures, and new solutions to
business problems are critical to AUGIE Members. They are out in the field,
using these technologies to improve their businesses and need to know what's
on the leading edge today," said Cal Durland, CPCU, Director, Member
Relations for ACORD.
The meeting will also include an update on Real Time and the survey along
with updates on Productive Agency Visits, Carrier Sessions for 2012, and
Large Commercial.

Click the logo to
download the agenda

Among the speakers scheduled are:
ACORD Board Chair John Leonard, President & CEO of MEMIC
AUGIE Rotational Chair Mike Worthington, President of NUDGMI and President of Worthington Insurance & Real
Estate.
Jim Rogers, and ACORD Certified Expert and Director at The Hartford
"This is an open meeting and we encourage everyone to come and take part in it. These are open exchanges so we
want you to join in, discuss the topics, and become a part of the action," Durland added.
The meeting agenda is available here. She recommends that you "look at all the activities and sessions taking place
throughout AIF. The agenda highlights some sessions of special significance to AUGIE members."
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ACORD Forms: Side by Side: Sectional and Stand-alone Forms
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
First, there were stand-alone forms. They were the origin of ACORD and used by agents to gather and communicate data to
carriers. For some, however, the approach wasn't as efficient as they envisioned forms could be.
ACORD's commercial lines forms had taken a sectional approach, which met the needs of that market. Following suit, the
personal lines working groups believed that their stand-alone forms could benefit from being migrated to a sectional approach as
well.
However, after working on this transition and producing some new personal lines sectional forms, acceptance and
implementation of the new form was mixed. Consequently, ACORD and its Working Groups addressed the issue and determined
it was best to produce both sectional and stand-alone personal lines forms.
Defining the Terms
Stand-alone (or mono-line) Forms
Single forms used to collect all of the data needed for a new business submission. This
was the traditional way that personal lines application data had been collected.
Sectional Forms
A cover-page application form designed to be coupled as needed according to coverage
required with individual sectional forms detailing specific data, which were introduced
with the goal of replacing traditional stand-alone forms for personal lines.
The History
The move towards sectional personal lines forms began when agents within AUGIE
proposed the creation of a new ACORD P&C Residential Forms combining the ACORD 80 – Homeowners Application, 84 –
Dwelling Fire Application, and 85- Mobile Home Application.
They aimed at increasing form implementation, and, following the success of commercial lines sectional forms, begin migrating
all personal lines forms to sectional formats.
They also proposed a Personal Lines Applicant Form (ACORD 88) to follow the "information gathering" flow between an agent
and a policyholder, similar to the commercial lines approach. In Fall 2007, the ACORD 88 and 89 forms were approved by
ACORD member vote and the 80, 84, and 85 were marked for eventual withdrawal.
"Although all changes to the forms were developed in ACORD Working Groups, approved by member votes, and announced
publicly well in advance of withdrawal and replacement, some ACORD carrier members did not embrace the sectional
approach," said James Bielak, P&C Program Manager, ACORD. "Agents told us that the new sectional approach required a
different business process model and that eliminating the ACORD 80 had broken backward compatibility for some agents and
carriers."
In 2009, ACORD reintroduced the stand-alone ACORD 80 Homeowners to coexist with the
sectional 88 and 89 forms. "Today, either format can be used for homeowners business,"
Bielak added.
"We also heard from members that the sectional approach to the ACORD 90 presented some
of the same challenges as ACORD 88 and 89. So, we replaced the stand-alone ACORD 90
Personal Auto Applications with sectional ACORD 290s in 45 states," said Bielak.
The Transition
ACORD is currently completing a project to reintroduce the stand-alone personal lines forms. Like the reintroduction of the 80,
the stand-alone Personal Inland Marine, Watercraft, Dwelling Fire, and Mobile Home applications will be released once state
filings have been approved.
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ACORD Forms: Side by Side: Sectional and Stand-alone Forms (continued)

Simultaneously, ACORD will begin to renumber the previous sectional 80s forms to 280s. Bielak stated, "When the
forms are finally all in our library, carriers and agents will be able to use whichever version that best meets their
business needs.
ACORD will maintain both versions of the forms and regulatory changes will be incorporated into both versions as
needed.
The Future
The Personal Umbrella Application redesign is complete and the form was released earlier this year. The Working
Group recently completed the redesign of all stand-alone applications and anticipates the release of all forms before
the end of the Spring 2012 cycle.
Below is a chart outlining the numbering and availability of both versions of the personal lines forms.
Original Application
80 - Homeowners
Application

Sectional
Replacement
88 - Personal
Insurance
Application

Reintroduced
Stand-alone

Re-released
Sectional

Release Date
(Actual & Projected)

80 - Homeowners Current 88 and
Application
89

Fall 2009

81- Personal
Inland Marine

281- Personal
Inland Marine
Section

Jan 2012

82 - Watercraft
Application

282 - Watercraft Jan 2012
Section

83 - Personal
Umbrella
Application

283 - Personal
Umbrella
Section

89 - Residential
Section
81- Personal Inland 88 - Personal
Marine Application Insurance
Application
81 - Personal
Inland Marine
Section
82 - Watercraft
Application

88 - Personal
Insurance
Application
82 - Watercraft
Section

83 – Personal
Umbrella
Application

88 - Personal
Insurance
Application

Jan 2011

83 - Personal
Umbrella Section
84 – Dwelling Fire
Application

88 - Personal
Insurance
Application

84 - Dwelling Fire Current 88 and
89

Jan 2012

85 - Mobile Home Current 88 and
Application
89

Jan 2012

89 - Residential
Section
85- Mobile Home
Application

88 - Personal
Insurance
Application
89 - Residential
Section
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19 October 2011
ACORD Forms: Dangers of non-ACORD Forms
by Gregory A. Maciag, ACORD
Curt Pearsall recently counseled agents on what action they should take if they are asked to provide a non-ACORD
certificate for one of their insureds. He points out that it may well be illegal to do so in the agent's state, because the
non-ACORD form is unlikely to have been approved. He offers a form of words that agents can use to explain their
insistence on using a standard ACORD certificate in such circumstances.
Pearsall mentions that the agent could contact the carrier to see if "they are agreeable to
honoring any unique language on the non-ACORD certificate". But: "There is a very good
chance that they will not allow you to execute the form."
I like the phrase "unique language". Doing business in our industry means, among other
things, knowing where originality belongs – and where it can kill the business. What purpose
can "unique language" serve in a certificate of insurance? The relevant passages are either
intended to undermine the purpose of the document, or are unintentional variants on standard
passages which then have to be interpreted and validated by experts. Either way, if an agent
calls a carrier to query a non-ACORD standard certificate form, he's presenting an
unnecessary and unmeasured risk.
Standards are about correct language, where "correct" means "agreed to meet the needs of the adopting parties".
Standards create assurance. Let's leave "unique language" to the poets.
Read more from Greg at www.acordceo.org.
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12 October 2011
ACORD Forms: Updated ACORD Forms Coming to Florida
by Michael Carroll, ACORD
Recently, a group of ACORD Forms was made available for use in the State of Florida. This comes after numerous
efforts by ACORD members and staff to bring updated standardized forms to that market.
"ACORD members have wanted to update these ACORD forms in the State for a long time. Now, we're happy to
announce that several will soon be available to members and participants on the ACORD website," said Daneen
Carroll, Compliance Manager, ACORD.
The Forms
Updated Forms
 ACORD 61 FL – Selection Rejection Of Uninsured Motorist
Coverage
 ACORD 62 FL – Personal Injury Protection (No-Fault Coverage)
Options
 ACORD 64 FL - Florida Notification Of Availability Of Uninsured
Motorist Coverage
 ACORD 125 FL – Florida Commercial Insurance Application
 ACORD 137 FL – Florida Commercial Auto
 ACORD 138 FL – Florida Garage And Dealers
New Form
 ACORD 860 FL - Florida Commercial Auto Addendum
"These are all state-specific forms meaning that they are for use only in that state. In this case they are FL forms,"
Carroll added. "This is a major advance and we thank our members for their hard work and support."
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5 October 2011
P&C Perspectives
By James Bielak, ACORD
P&C Perspectives is a new series of articles where I'll be updating you on the latest
happenings in P&C Standards. From meetings and Standards development to events and
releases, you can find the latest updates right here.

This is a busy time of year for all the Standards groups at ACORD. The
MR Deadline just passed so it's time to gear up for Plenary and Voting.
If you're an ACORD Member, we need you to get involved, come to the
plenary meeting, and of course, vote on the Standards.
The P&C Plenary Session is a teleconference scheduled for October 28,
2011. Learn more about it here.
Voting begins on November 1, 2011 and runs until November 18.
Voting is a chance for ACORD members to express their opinions ... so
be sure to vote!

Working Group Updates
Marine Certificates

Right now, work is underway to develop Certificates of Insurance for Marine and Energy, or possibly a single form
that combines the two. The certificates working group is presently meeting twice a month to review various form
prototypes, some of which are in use today in the Gulf Coast states. After completion of this task, the group will
begin consideration of a personal liability certificate.
Commercial Lines Download Minimum Data Set

A lot of work is being done to develop the minimum data set for
commercial lines download. The Working Group continues to focus on
updating and improving the published Implementation Guide, and is
developing several new sections to make it even more valuable for those
implementing commercial lines download.
Stand-alone Personal Lines Forms

Join A Working Group

If you are interested in participating
in any of these working groups:
Be sure you're registered at
www.acord.org
Email workinggroups@acord.org
and ask to be added to the list for
one or more groups.

Work is nearing completion on the efforts to finalize the updates to
ACORD's personal lines stand-alone applications and the corresponding
Forms Implementation Guides (FIGs). As each application is completed and approved, it will be reintroduced. The
sectional variation of each form will continue to be available.
Since there will now be two versions of the form - one sectional and one stand alone - this requires a change to the
naming convention. We'll be explaining all of this to you in a future issue of The ACORD Weekly Newsletter.

ACE Testing
If you're already studying for your P&C ACE, you can take your tests at the ACORD Implementation Forum. Contact
ace@acord.org and indicate the exam you wish to take and your preferred test time. Each exam requires a minimum
of two hours so please plan accordingly.
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P&C Perspectives (continued)

Tests can be taken on:



Tuesday, November 1, 2011 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Friday, November 4, 2011 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM

Dynamic Forms
As you probably read a couple of weeks ago, we're making great progress with Dynamic Forms. In case you missed
it, click here.
The issue at hand was that, over the years, forms have grown in length and number of fields due to a number of
factors including underwriting and regulatory. In some cases, certain sections of a form might not be relevant to a
particular business situation. If the area was left blank, some consumers were confused by the empty space and
concerned about signing a form with big blank spaces. These blank form areas may also create a potential for errors
and omissions risks for agents.
The Dynamic Forms Working Group is taking on this challenge. After a great deal of research and discussion, the
group is close to releasing a White Paper outlining their findings and recommendations.
Dynamic Forms at AIF

You can learn firsthand what's happening with Dynamic Forms at the ACORD Implementation Forum. It all takes
place on Thursday, November 3, 2011 at the ACORD Implementation Forum, so come and take part in the Dynamic
Forms happenings.
Start the day with the "What Are Dynamic Forms and Why Do You Need to Know?" where you'll get the latest
information on the issues, needs, and plans. Then, take part in the face-to-face Working Group meeting that follows
from 2:00 PM to 4:15 PM. Learn about dynamic form behavior and weigh in during the meeting.
And speaking of AIF ...

Click on the logo to visit the site

AIF
There are a lot of opportunities for the P&C community to come together during the November ACORD
Implementation Forum. It's a chance to go to sessions and learn from each other. It's also an opportunity to network
with others with shared interests. Be sure to register today and join us all in Fort Lauderdale, November 1-4.
Sessions
Sessions that you won't want to miss are planned, both general and P&C specific. Click here and take a look at all

that's available. If you're already an implementer or just starting out, this is the place to be to where you can learn
from the experiences of others. You'll also get updates on Working Groups and the opportunity to join up and get
involved.
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P&C Perspectives (continued)
Networking

AIF has always been a place to meet and network with others in the
P&C Community. Catch up with old friends and make new ones.
Regulars and first timers can come together, share ideas, and build
an even stronger network of P&C peers.
Lunch with the P&C Steering Committee

You can get updates on what's happening in ACORD Standards
Development at a special lunch with the P&C Steering Committee.
Hear from our community leaders about plans, progress, and results.
2011 ACORD Awards Ceremony

This year's ACORD Awards are now part of AIF. We'll be having an
Awards Dinner, ACE Graduation, and Volunteer Recognition on Thursday evening so don't miss it.

Standards Calendar
This is also a busy time for ACORD Standards Development! Some dates to put on your calendar are:
October 28, 2011

P&C Plenary Session

November 1-5, 2011

ACORD Implementation Forum

November 1, 2011

MR Voting Opens

November 18, 2011

MR Voting Closes
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28 September 2011
AUGIE: Dynamics of Service CE for Agents & Brokers
At this year's ACORD Implementation Forum, a special one-day session is being offered by
the National Alliance for Insurance Education & Research on Dynamics of Service. Not
only will this support business objectives, but it will provide CE Credits.

Agenda
8:00 a.m.

Registration

8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Dynamics of Service

12:30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Lunch included

1:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Dynamics of Service (continued)

Dynamics of Service* will help you turn great customer service into a dependable habit. Your investment in
Dynamics of Service is an investment in future customer retention, personal mastery, and the future of your

organization.
This One-Day, Insurance-Specific Service Course will:






Produce measurable results
Improve communication skills and techniques
Teach techniques for dealing with even the most hard-to-please customers
Elevate your own professional competence
Keep customers happy - and keep them coming back

* CISR and CSRM designees may receive update credit by attending Dynamics of Service.

CE Info
The majority of states provide 6 to 8 hours of CE Credit. For CE information by state, please use the online CE guide
or call the continuing education department at 800-633-2165.

Registration
This fee is separate from conference registration and includes lunch. Registration for the ACORD Implementation
Forum is not required to attend this course.
Registration is FREE for the ACORD Implementation Forum for ACORD members. Continuing Education fee is
$50.
Click here to register.
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21 September 2011
P&C @ AIF
by Cal Durland, CPCU, ACORD
For ACORD's P&C Community, the ACORD Implementation Forum or AIF is always a great opportunity to get the latest
updates on the Standards, reunite with colleagues and peers, and meet people who share your interests.
AIF takes place at the Marriott Harbor Beach Resort in Fort Lauderdale, Florida from November 1-4, 2011. Remember, ACORD
Members can register free of charge !
For AIF regulars and first-timers alike, I've put together some highlights of what's planned. Be sure to visit the website for a
complete list of sessions.
First off, this year's ACORD Awards Dinner and ACE Graduation is being held during AIF. Don't miss this special event as we
honor ACORD Members and the latest ACE designees.
Framework
Framework is always an important topic during the Forum. ACORD's Framework Team – Shane McCullough, Mark Orlandi,
and Cliff Chaney – will be holding sessions all day on Tuesday, November 1 and repeating them during the body of the Forum
for those who missed them or had a conflict.
AUGIE
The AUGIE meeting is being held on Friday, November 4, 2011. Be sure to check out the
meeting agenda here. Get the latest updates on a number of AUGIE Priorities including
hand-held devices, eSignatures, Real Time Makes $$$$, Real Time Campaign, and Carrier
Sessions. This is an open meeting and all are welcome.
ACE
For those pursuing their ACE Designations, testing is available on Tuesday, November 1, and
Friday, November 4. You must register with ace@acord.org to take a test and let them know
the specific test(s) you want to take and at what time. Be sure to leave two hours for each test!
P&C Continuing Ed: It's Not Just for ACEs!
Learn what changes took place in the Standards over the last cycle and what's coming in the next six months.
Property & Casualty: ACE Skills and the Real World
Hear from ACORD Certified Experts as they share real world case studies, discuss personal experiences, and relate all of that
information to test topics to help you become an ACE too.
Forms
Forms are a big part of ACORD. Several sessions are ideal for anyone interested in
forms, development, and the future.
Professional & Executive Lines ... Specialty Lines – We Make You
Special!
ACORD's Specialty Lines Working Group tackled D&O, EPLI, Fiduciary Liability,
Misc E&O, Lawyer's Professional, Cyber & Privacy Coverage standards. Now, hear
about the group's latest efforts and learn how you can implement the standards and
encourage others to do the same.

Click on the image to visit
the site.

eForms: Insights From Implementers
Hear from eForms implementers as they discuss pitfalls, solutions, best practices, and benefits. You'll also learn about mapping
experiences.
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P&C @ AIF (continued)
What Are Dynamic Forms and Why Do You Need to Know?
The industry wants to improve the display and printing of ACORD forms. This three-part event starts with an overview of the
issues, needs, and plans. Then, take part in the face-to-face Working Group meeting that follows. Learn about dynamic form
behavior and weigh in during the meeting.
The Business of Insurance via ACORD Forms
Is it possible to learn about insurance by dissecting an ACORD form? Yes! Find out for yourself as we work through the sections
of ACORD forms and dive into business, risk and legal aspects of insurance processes and coverages.
Sessions & Events
eTrading in the US
Learn about the activities going on in the US with reinsurers and cedents that are making etrading a reality.
E&S Working Group Joint Fall Meeting
This meeting will highlight the latest progress being made by the E&S industry to implement the ACORD standards and forms
and to automate the flow of data from the retail agent to the general agent's multiple systems to the E&S carrier and back,
including download back to the retail agent.
Steering Committee Town Hall Lunch - PCS
Hear from ACORD's P&C Community Leaders over lunch where they'll update you on what's happening within the program,
and what's coming up.
What's Unique About the Company Unique Initiative?
Get the latest on efforts to standardize those unique codes that really aren't unique. Learn about the analysis of existing unique
codes submitted by carriers and hear why they should be standardized.
There's a lot more sessions that will benefit you and your company listed online. Check out the schedule and register today.
I'll see you in Fort Lauderdale.

AUGIE: Time Running Out for Real Time Survey
by The Real Time Campaign
Time is running out to complete the Real Time/Download Campaign's Agency Survey.
The Campaign (www.getrealtime.org) conducts the survey annually to help measure
progress in implementation and adoption of improved workflows such as Real Time and
Download. Last year's survey provided invaluable insights to the industry, which helped
carriers and vendors to make further improvements and expand their offerings.
North American agents and brokers should take the survey, regardless of how "automated"
they feel their operation is. Everyone's insight is quite valuable. The survey should take
less than seven minutes to complete, and eligible completers are entered into a drawing for
one of a number of $50 gift cards.
If nobody from your agency or brokerage has completed the survey, please do so today. If
you work for a vendor, carrier, association, or user group that can encourage its agents to
take part, the Campaign welcomes your help in spreading the word.

Click on the logo to
take the survey

The survey is scheduled to run until September 30, so please take it - and encourage others to do so, as well by clicking here.
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